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Abstract

This work presents optical methods for diagnosing cancer. A complementary method for diagnosing eye cancer was investigated using a technique developed within this work named transscleral optical spectroscopy (TOS). Furthermore, nano-sized crystals doped with lanthanides were exploited as probes for fluorescence imaging with direct applications to preclinical cancer research.

Almost all intraocular malignancies can today be correctly diagnosed using techniques like ophthalmoscopy, ultrasonography and fluorescein angiography. Even with the rich flora of tools available, some tumors present non-typical behaviors and are difficult to diagnose. As a complementary diagnostic method, TOS was developed, which exploits the natural optical contrast in tissue for diagnosis. The method is particularly sensitive in identifying physiological changes characteristic of tumors, i.e. tissue hemoglobin (total, oxy-, and deoxy- forms), oxygen saturation, blood volume fraction, water content, melanin content and cellular structure. In a series of experiments on porcine eyes, TOS was successful in quantifying the blood and melanin content of tumor-phantoms placed in the choroid. It was also showed that TOS measurements did not cause any visible damage to the sclera, resulted in a significant temperature rise, or led to an unacceptable intraocular pressure elevation. In further experiments on enucleated human eyes with a predetermined melanoma diagnosis, TOS measurements were found to correlate well with the degree of pigmentation in the melanoma. To summarize, TOS offers a tool to probe the physiology of intraocular tumor, which can be used in a complementary diagnosis.

Fluorescence imaging is a versatile tool for studying biology on the nanometer to centimeter length-scale through labeling tissue with fluorescent probes to induce the desired contrast. In this work, upconverting nanoparticles (UPNs) were evaluated as fluorescent probes for deep tissue fluorescence imaging. Efficient upconversion was achieved using a NaYF$_4$ host co-doped with Yb$^{3+}$ and Tm$^{3+}$ or Er$^{3+}$ ions. In comparison to traditional fluorescent probes, UPNs were found to have the follow benefits: 1) they allow autofluorescence insensitive imaging through anti-Stokes shifted
emission. 2) they show no signs of photo-damage even at high intensities. 3) for deep tissue imaging, they provide higher resolution images. 4) they emit multiple line emissions with large Stoke shifts. To summarize, UPNs hold unique optical properties which make them attractive as fluorescent probes.
Denna avhandling beskriver olika optiska metoder för att diagnostisera cancer. En sådan metod är optisk spektroskopi (att med hjälp av ljus bestämma fysiska och kemiska egenskaper hos ett prov) som har använts för att undersöka cancer i ögat. Avhandlingen omfattar vidare studier av optiska kontrastmedel tillverkade av nanokristaller (nano = en miljarddels meter), vilkas innehåll av sällsynta jordartsmetaller ger unika optiska egenskaper. Dessa kontrastmedel är i huvudsak ämnade för forskningsmodeller.

Nästan alla olika ögoncancersjukdomar kan idag diagnostiseras med hjälp av standardiserade undersökningsmetoder som ögonspeglning, ultraljud, kärlevbildning och magnetröntgen. Ögoncancer kan trots tillgång till dagens hjälpmedel ibland vara svår att diagnostisera. Som ett komplement till befintliga metoder har vi undersökt möjligheten att använda optisk spektroskopi för diagnos. Metoden är speciellt känslig för att kvantifiera innehållet av olika ämnen i mänsklig vävnad, som vatten och melanin och kan även tillämpas t.ex. för att mäta blodvärde och syremått. Synligt och nära-infrarött ljus kan belysa vävnad på flera centimeters djup, vilket kan användas för att söka ytligt liggande tumörer.

I en serie experiment på grisögon har vi säkerställt att optisk spektroskopi kan med gott resultat kvantifiera mängden melanin och mängden blod i tumörliknande fantomer placerade i ögats åderhinnan. Vi har även kunnat visa att denna undersökning inte skadar ögat eller ger upphov till ökat ögontryck. Vidare har enuklerade ögon från människa med känd melanomdiagnos studerats. Optisk spektroskopi visade härvid relativt god träffsäkerhet i att mäta graden av pigmenering i melanomen. Sammanfattningsvis: optisk spektroskopi erbjuder ett gott komplement till nuvarande diagnosmetoder för ögoncancersjukdomar.

Optiska kontrastmedel inom forskning är ett starkt växande fält. En av anledningarna är att optiska markörer kan emitera upp till en miljard fotoner per sekund per markör. Detta är en mycket hög aktivitet jämfört med mer traditionella nukleära
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>charge-coupled device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>computed tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>dynamic light scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF</td>
<td>epidermal growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er</td>
<td>erbium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>excited state absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETU</td>
<td>energy transfer upconversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>food and drug administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>finite element method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>fluorescent proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRET</td>
<td>Förster (fluorescence) resonance energy transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>gadolinium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>green fluorescent protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>graphics processing unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>holmium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICG</td>
<td>indocyanine green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln</td>
<td>lanthanide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRET</td>
<td>luminescence resonant energy transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADH</td>
<td>dehydrogenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>near-infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIRS</td>
<td>near-infrared spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIRF</td>
<td>near-infrared fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>quantum dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE</td>
<td>retinal pigment epithelium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTE</td>
<td>radiative transport equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHG</td>
<td>second harmonic generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tm</td>
<td>thulium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNM</td>
<td>tumor, node, metastasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>ultrasonography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultra-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>world health organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCT</td>
<td>x-ray CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb</td>
<td>ytterbium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INTRODUCTION

The leading causes of death in the world are cardiovascular diseases, infectious and parasitic diseases, and cancer. In 2004, cancer accounted for 12% of the total deaths worldwide [1]. In 2008, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported 12.4 million new cancer cases and 7.6 million cancer deaths worldwide, numbers that were estimated to grow to 26.4 million new cancer cases and 17 million deaths by year 2030 [2]. The most common cancers in the world in terms of incidence were lung (1.52 million cases), breast (1.29 million cases) and colorectal (1.15 million cases). Lung cancer was also the most common cause of death (1.31 million), followed by stomach cancer (780,000 deaths) and liver cancer (699,000 deaths) [2].

Early cancer detection and diagnosis are key for survival. For most cancers, early detection (stage 1 on the TNM scale [3]) is associated with a >90% 5-year survival [4]. Today, clinical cancer diagnosis primarily relies on morphological observations. For detection, modern cancer management routinely employs anatomical imaging methods, i.e., x-ray computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasonography (US). All of these methods typically detect cancers when they are a centimeter or greater in diameter [5], and they do that by answering questions like, “is there a tumor?”, “how large is it?” or “is it confined or has it spread through the lymph system?”. For even earlier detection, new tools are in development, which seek to image the tumor physiology and the molecular signaling of tumors, rather than the tumor morphology [6, 7]. Two routes are explored for physiological and molecular imaging of cancer, either exploiting the natural contrast in the body, or, inducing the desired contrast by administering specifically engineered contrast agents. The later have been popularized under the name molecular imaging [8, 9], and has been described by Ralph Weissleder as “In contradistinction to ‘classical’ diagnostic imaging, it sets forth to probe the molecu-
lar abnormalities that are the basis of disease rather than to image the end effects of these molecular alterations" [8]. Common to both approaches are that they seek answers to questions about the tumor function, like “what is the tumor metabolism?”; “at which rate is angiogenesis occurring?” or “is apoptosis taking place?”.

A rich flora of imaging technologies exist for visualizing tumor physiology and molecular signaling [7]. Positron emission tomography (PET) is typically applied in oncology for imaging glucose consumption as a measure of tumor metabolism [10]. MRI in conjunction with superparamagnetic nanoparticles has been applied to image lymph-node metastases in prostate cancer at increased contrast [11]. Optics have proved to be particularly suited for imaging cancer physiology, e.g. near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy (NIRS) imaging of the physiological changes characteristic of tumors in breast, i.e. blood flow, oxygen consumption, and tissue structure [6, 12–16]. And fluorescence imaging (FI) have developed into being one of the cornerstone of molecular imaging [7, 17, 18], enabling e.g. to visualize tumor protease activity [19], angiogenesis [20] and apoptosis [21, 22]. A recent trend have been to combine imaging technologies to capitalize on their individual strengths [23]. Typically an anatomical and a functional imaging modality are paired together. Combinations include PET-CT [24], PET-MRI [25], FI-CT [26, 27] and FI-MRI [14, 28], which all improve the reconstruction and visualization of data.

This thesis makes contributions to physiological and molecular imaging of cancer using optics. Transscleral optical spectroscopy has been developed for diagnosing eye cancer. The technology exploits the natural contrast obtained from visible and NIR light to asses tumor physiology. Furthermore, upconverting nanoparticles have been investigated for the use as a fluorescent probe. With their unique optical properties, they hold the possibility to be an integral part of molecular probes shedding light onto tumor biomarkers.

1.1 Upconverting nanoparticles for use in fluorescence imaging

Fluorescence imaging in tissue can be performed at different length-scales, from nanometers to centimeters and every step in between, by employing different technologies, i.e. optical nanoscopy [29], optical projection tomography [30], two-photon fluorescence microscopy [31] and fluorescence diffuse optical tomography (fDOT) [32]. The fluorescent probe administrated to the tissue determines the image contrast. A wide diversity of contrast can be exploited, from gene expressions [33], to protein function [34], to Ca$^{2+}$ concentration [35], to malignant glioma [36] can all be visualized through fluorescence.
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Figure 1.1. Excitation-emission matrix for common endogenous [38] and exogenous fluorophores [34, 39, 40], quantum dots [41] and upconverting nanoparticles [42]. The quantum dots are indicated by the various types of semiconductor materials used. For each material, the emission peak can be tuned by the quantum dot diameter. Notice the unique positioning for the upconverting nanoparticles.

Upconverting nanoparticles are crystals doped with rare earth ions [37], which can be used as fluorophores to give contrast in fluorescence imaging. In comparison to other common fluorophores (see Fig. 1.1), they have unique optical properties. For fluorescence imaging on the millimeter to centimeter length-scale using fDOT, upconverting nanoparticles have been found to have the follows benefits

(i) Autofluorescence insensitive. Due to its anti-Stokes shifted emission, the signal can be detected in a spectral region where no endogenous fluorophores emit. Paper II.

(ii) Non-bleachable. Even at intensities above > kW/cm², upconverting nanoparticles have showed no sign of photodamage [43].
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(iii) Increased resolution. Because of its quadratic power dependence, the particles will experience a more localized excitation field, which drives the resolution improvement. Papers III and IV.

(iv) Extreme anti-Stokes shifts. Multiple emission lines with shifts in excess of $8000 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ are possible [42].

Paper II make use of the autofluorescence insensitive property of the upconverting nanoparticles. Papers III and IV describe how the resolution for fluorescence imaging and tomography can be increased using upconverting nanoparticles. And Paper V utilize the extreme anti-Stokes shifts available for precise depth localization.

1.2 Diagnosing eye cancer using transscleral optical spectroscopy

World wide statistics by the WHO are not specifically reported for eye cancer [2]. In the Nordic countries, however, for the time period 2005-2009, there were 310 new eye cancer cases and 56 eye cancer deaths annually, corresponding to 0.2% of all new cancer cases and 0.1% of all cancer deaths [44].

Figure 1.2. (a) Fundus photograph and (b) fluorescein angiography of a choroidal melanoma in the left eye of a 22-year-old patient.

Uveal melanoma is the leading primary intraocular malignancy in adults [45, 46]. Andrew Ferry could in 1964 show in a material of 539 enucleated eyes with clinically diagnosed melanoma, that 100 of the eyes contained a lesion different from that of melanoma [47]. Since then the diagnosis accuracy of melanoma has improved to be incorrect in less than 1% of the cases [48, 49]. The improved
diagnostic accuracy has been an effect of the combined contributions from an increased awareness of lesions that simulate malignant melanomas, improved diagnostic methods and the increased presence of units specializing on ocular tumors [46].

Common practice is to clinically diagnose an eye lesion using ophthalmoscopy (Fig. 1.2a). Supplementary techniques like ultrasonography (Fig. 1.3b) and fluorescein angiography (Fig. 1.2b) are also usually included in determining a diagnosis. In a few cases, a fine needle aspiration biopsy is needed to give a diagnose [45, 49]. Ultrasonography can determine the shape and size of intraocular tumors. It is also sensitive to melanoma, which typically presents a lower internal reflectivity [50]. Fluorescein angiography may visualize the blood flow into and within the tumors. By characteristic patterns, it helps differentiate the diagnosis. Fine needle aspiration biopsy is only employed when the diagnosis is not clearly established by noninvasive techniques. With a biopsy a histological diagnosis can be made [51].

![Figure 1.3](image1.png)

**Figure 1.3.** (a) Sagittal T2-weighted MR image of a choroidal melanoma located superiorly in the right eye of a 52-year-old patient. (b) B-scan US image of the same uveal melanoma.

As an alternative method, MRI (Fig. 1.3a) has been employed to study intraocular malignancies. T2-weighted images were sensitive, but did not significantly correlate to melanin content [52]. A significant differentiation of uveal melanomas to intraocular metastases could neither be found when investigated with magnetic resonance imaging [53]. Other alternative methods for diagnosing uveal melanomas include computed tomography [54, 55]. Size and shape could be retrieved from the images, but no distinct advantage over ultrasonography have been reported [51]. Even the combination of computed tomography and positron emission tomogra-
phy has been employed to diagnose uveal melanoma. In the that pilot study, only 60% of the cases could be correctly diagnosed [56].

We have studied the use of optical spectroscopy to diagnose intraocular tumors. Optical spectroscopy is a non-invasive or minimally invasive technique for measuring tissue chromophores, e.g. oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin, melanin, carotenoids, lipids, and water [57]. A lesion can be characterized by quantifying the tissue chromophores and thereby a diagnosis can be made. Four Papers VI, VII, VIII and IX are presented within this thesis, investigating the possibilities of using optical spectroscopy for diagnosing intraocular tumors. Papers VI and VII report on melanin and hemoglobin spectroscopy in a uveal phantom of ex vivo porcine eyes. Paper VIII looks into the design of a probe suitable for in vivo measurements and Paper IX report the first clinical data from 9 enucleated eyes.

1.3 Aim and outline of the thesis

Three general aims can be stated:

(i) To improve and develop fluorescence imaging and tomography for the use of deeply seated fluorescent probes.

(ii) To investigate the benefits of upconverting nanoparticles to traditional dyes as fluorophores.

(iii) To develop transscleral optical spectroscopy for diagnosing intra-ocular tumors.

Detailed descriptions of the contribution towards these goals are given in the peer-reviewed scientific articles enclosed at the end of the thesis. The purpose of the thesis chapters are to give an introduction to the field and to put the scientific articles into a broader context. The chapters are organized as follows:

Chapter 2 outlines the physical models of light-tissue interactions. Scattering is given a central role since it governs all the work presented within this thesis. Absorption and fluorescence are introduced from a quantum mechanics view-point and examples of tissue absorption and fluorescence are given.

Chapter 3 describes how to model photon migration in tissue. The radiative transport equation is introduced and different approaches for solving it are presented. Special focus is given to the diffusion approximation to the radiative transport equation. Fluorescence photon migration is introduced, which highlights the use of the reciprocity theorem of the radiative transport equation.
Chapter 4 presents fluorescence imaging and tomography in scattering media. The different ways used for measuring the fluorescent signal are presented, together with the different measuring geometries used. Fluorescence tomography is introduced as a model-based optimization problem. Different ways of regularization the optimization problem is discussed together with different approaches of solving the optimization problem.

Chapter 5 is devoted to upconverting nanoparticles. A small review and the basic concepts are presented. The efficiency of upconverting nanoparticles are discussed in some detail and characterization of the particles used are given.

Chapter 6 covers transscleral optical spectroscopy. A brief overview of the anatomy of the eye is given. The tumor model developed is presented. Improvements to the spectroscopy equipment used are outlined. Different approaches to evaluate the data are discussed and future directions are given.
This chapter outlines the different light-tissue interactions commonly encountered. It begins by introducing scattering, which is a center-piece of this thesis. Thereafter, absorption and fluorescence in tissue are presented.

2.1 Scattering

Scattering is the process where a propagating wave is interrupted by an object, whereby this object makes the wave change its path. The object can be anything from an atom to a water droplet or something more complex like a cell. The wave considered here is an electromagnetic wave with a wavelength corresponding to visible and NIR light. Only elastic scattering is considered, i.e. when the energy of the wave, and thus its frequency is conserved.

2.1.1 Scattering from a single object

To begin the discussion about scattering, a single particle or object is considered with a plane wave incident onto the particle. If the particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the wave, e.g. an atom, the scattering process can be described according to Lord Rayleigh’s writing from 1871 [58, 59]. The wave will drive the electron cloud surrounding the nucleus in an oscillatory motion. Accelerating charges, i.e. electrons in the presence of a wave, emit radiation perpendicular to the oscillatory motion. The willingness of the electron cloud to move in a certain direction is described by its polarization. Similarly, the wave has a polarization, describing in which direction it is oscillating. Depending on if the polarization of the wave overlaps with the polarization of e.g. an atom, the wave will change its path or pass undisturbed. The strength of the scattering depends on how close the frequency of the wave is to the resonant frequency of the electron cloud.
In the other limit, when the object is much larger than the wavelength of the wave, *i.e.* a mirror or a piece of glass, the process is no longer named scattering, but referred to as refraction or reflection. In this regime, scattering can be seen as a distortion to the wavefront, forcing the wave to propagate in a new direction. The law governing refractions, Snell’s law, is named after Willebrord Snellius, a Dutch astronomer and mathematician, who was born in 1580.

In-between, when the approximation of a point or an infinite scatterer cannot be made, no simple solutions are available. The exception is for the case of perfectly spherical particles, where Gustav Mie presented a solution in his paper from year 1908 [60].

Irregardless in which regime the scattering takes place, it may be characterized by the differential scattering cross section \( \partial \sigma_s \), which describes the angular distribution of the power of the wave after interacting with a scatterer. Integrating over all solid angles, yields the scattering cross section \( \sigma_s \).

\[
\sigma_s = \int_0^{4\pi} \partial \sigma_s \, d\omega'
\]  

The scattering cross section thus describes the strength of the interaction, *i.e.* how much of the power of the wave will be scattered. Even though not explicitly noted in Eq. (2.1), the differential scattering cross section and thus also the scattering cross section will dependent on the wavelength of the incident wave. Normalizing the differential scattering coefficient with the scattering cross section, yields the scattering phase function.

\[
p(\hat{s}', \hat{s}) = \frac{\partial \sigma_s}{\sigma_s}
\]

It describes the power of a wave propagating in the direction \( \hat{s} \) after interacting with the scatterer from the direction \( \hat{s}' \). Usually, the phase function is assumed to depend only on the deflection angle \( \theta \) and not on the azimuthal angle \( \phi \); see Fig. 2.1.

\[
p(\hat{s}', \hat{s}) \approx p(\hat{s}' \cdot \hat{s}) = p(\cos \theta)
\]

For macroscopic objects, *i.e.* a mirror, the phase function can be calculated geometrically. In the case of Rayleigh scatters, the phase function is isotropic. For Mie scatters, the phase function depends on the size and refractive index of the spherical particles, and is dominantly forward scattering, with side-lobes caused by interference effects, see Fig. 2.2.

### 2.1.2 Ensemble of scatterers

For an ensemble of scatterers, the contribution of each scatterer needs to be considered. If the number of scatterers are few, the
first Born approximation may be applied. It assumes that the individual scatterers do not affect each other, i.e. the wave reaching every scatterer will be a plane wave undisturbed by any previous scattering events. For more densely located scatterers, the interactions between all scatterers needs to be considered, which leads to an immense problem to solve. To treat every scatterer individually for a large ensemble is therefore not feasible.

At this point, the deterministic view on scattering is abandoned in favor of a statistical approach. Instead of describing scattering properties of a medium by a collection of scattering centers, where the position and shape of each scatterer is known, a density of scatterers $\rho_s$ is introduced. In this way, the scattering coefficient $\mu_s$ can be written as

$$\mu_s = \sigma_s \rho_s \quad (2.4)$$

It describes the probability of interacting with scatterers per unit path length. By looking at scattering as a statistical collection of scatterers, calculations are made easy, but the description of light is compromised. No longer can interference of waves be expressed, since only the intensity is considered.

### 2.1.3 Scattering in tissue

Scattering in tissue is complex. Tissue consist of structures on many different length scales, from surfaces between tissue types, over cell with a typical size of several micrometers, through organelles, such as mitochondria and nuclei with a size of micrometers, to, proteins on the nanometer length scale. All of these structures carry different refractive indices and are not located in any regular patterns. Thereby a statistical approach to describe scattering is motivated.

The spectral variation of the scattering coefficient in tissue is usually approximated with a simple power law [62, 63]. It hold similarities with both Mie and Rayleigh theory of scattering, which both have a wavelength power dependence of the scattering cross section, $\sigma_s \sim \lambda^{-2}$ and $\sigma_s \sim \lambda^{-4}$, respectively.

$$\mu_s = a\lambda^{-b} \quad (2.5)$$

The coefficients a and b are linked with the structure of the tissue. In Mie theory, the coefficient b is related to the particle size and coefficient a to the scatter density. Attempts have been made to describe the particle size through Mie theory [64] of breast tissue by measuring the scattering spectrum. Alternatively, the scattering coefficient can be written as a sum of the Mie and Rayleigh contributions [65],

$$\mu_s = A\mu_s(\text{Mie}) + B\mu_s(\text{Rayleigh}) \quad (2.6)$$
A scattering phase function commonly adopted to describe tissue is the **Henyey-Greenstein** [66] function. It can be seen as an approximation to a Mie scattering phase function.

\[
p(\cos \theta) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{1 - g^2}{(1 + g^2 - 2g \cos \theta)^{3/2}}
\]

Here \( g \) is the anisotropy factor equal to the average of the cosine for the scattering angle \( g = \langle \cos(\theta) \rangle \). See Fig. 2.3 for a visualization of the scattering pattern for different anisotropy factors.

### 2.2 Absorption

Absorption of electromagnetic waves is best described from a semi-classical and semi-quantum mechanical viewpoint. The absorbing object, e.g. an atom or a molecule, is understood from a quantum mechanical perspective, whereas the electromagnetic wave is treated classically. In this way, the energy of e.g. a molecule, may be quantized into discrete energy states described by e.g. its electronic, vibrational and rotational configuration. The energy carried by the electromagnetic wave is described by its frequency. Absorption occurs if the energy of the electromagnetic wave exactly matches the energy difference between two different states in e.g. a molecule.

In environments were atoms or molecules may move freely, i.e. gases, the energy states are well defined and precise. This is what makes gases transparent, since most frequencies of the electromagnetic spectra will not be resonant with any of the individual molecular energy states. Measuring the energy states of a freely moving atom or molecule may with ease be done with six digits precision. In tissue, neither atoms nor molecules may move freely. They will constantly be interfered by the surrounding environment, transforming the otherwise narrow energy states to broad-band features. Typical absorption features in tissue are several nanometers wide and a measurement precision of four digits is sufficient to capture the relevant information.

Once the energy of the electromagnetic wave is absorbed, or from e.g. an atoms point of view, once it is excited, several events may follow. A common outcome is that the energy is transformed into heat. Another that the absorbed energy is re-emitted as an electromagnetic wave, so called fluorescence. Fluorescence is discussed in more detail in Section 2.3. A third possibility is that the absorbed energy is transferred non-radiatively to an nearby atom or molecule. This phenomena is exploited for the upconverting process, which is the topic of Chapter 5.

To describe absorption in tissue, an **absorption coefficient** \( \mu_a \) is introduced. It represents the probability of photon absorption per unit path length and is defined as

![Figure 2.3. Henyey-Greenstein phase function plots with anisotropy values \( g=0 \), \( g=0.6 \) and \( g=0.8 \), represented by dashed, dashed-solid and solid lines, respectively.](image)
\[ \mu_a = \sigma_a \rho_{\text{abs}} \]  

(2.8)

where \( \sigma_a \) is the absorption cross-section and \( \rho_{\text{abs}} \) is the density of absorbers. A statistical representation of the absorbers in terms of a density is sufficient, since the energy absorbed is considered lost. The relation between absorption and the intensity, \( I_0 \), of a light source is given by the famous Beer-Lambert law, which forms the basis for optical absorption spectroscopy.

\[ I = I_0 \exp(-\mu_a L) \]  

(2.9)

Here \( I \) is the intensity after a propagation length \( L \). As discussed previously, the absorption coefficient will take on different values depending on the frequency of the probing electromagnetic wave. This may also be expressed as a wavelength dependent absorption coefficient, \( \mu_a(\lambda) \). Every molecule will have its own absorption spectrum, i.e. the variation of the absorption coefficient with wavelength, giving rise to a signature that can be used to identify it. In tissue, the molecules of interest are so large that only part of it will be involved in giving its absorption properties. The subset of molecules involved is called a chromophore. Typically, more than one chromophore is present, then the total absorption coefficient is the sum of the contribution form each chromophore. At this point it is convenient to express the absorption coefficient in terms of the chromophore absorption, rather than an absorption density, which yields

\[ \mu_a(\lambda) = \sum_i \epsilon_i(\lambda)C_i \]  

(2.10)

where \( \epsilon_i \) is the extinction coefficient and \( C_i \) the chromophore concentration. Knowing the extinction coefficient and measuring the absorption coefficient, the chromophore concentration can be computed.

### 2.2.1 Absorption in tissue

A range of chromophores have been identified in tissue, of which some are presented in Fig. 2.4. In the ultraviolet and visible spectral range, tissue is highly scattering and absorbing. In the spectral range beyond 1300nm, the water absorption is very strong. Both effects yield a limited penetration depth of electromagnetic radiation. In the middle part of the spectra, bounded by hemoglobin absorption at the blue side and water absorption at the red side of the spectra, the so called tissue-optical-window lays. In this region electromagnetic radiation may propagate millimeters to centimeters in tissue. The main absorbing chromophores are presented below.
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Figure 2.4. Absorption spectra of a few common tissue chromophores: Oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin [67], water [68] and melanin [69].

**Hemoglobin** is an iron-containing and oxygen-carrying protein, which makes up about 35% of the human blood cell’s mass. Both oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin have distinct absorption spectra. Hemoglobin is an easily accessible chromophore to measure, and is especially important since the oxygen saturation can be deduced. For an extensive introduction to hemoglobin spectroscopy, the reader is referred to book by Zijlstra et al. [67]. Near-infrared spectroscopy of hemoglobin is further discussed in Section 6.5.2.

**Water** makes up approximately 2/3 of the human body weight. As such, it is a chromophore that will have a strong influence of the overall absorption in tissue. Liquid water is most transparent in the same spectral region where the human eyes are most sensitive, namely in the green region. Both at longer and shorter wavelengths, water absorb strongly. Within the tissue-optical-window water has a characteristic absorption features at 980 nm.

**Melanin** is dark brown or black pigments. It is present in many parts of the human body, with the skin [70] being the most common organ. It can also be found in other organs, i.e. the eyes [71] or the brain [72]. Melanin is known to protect the skin from photo damage induced by the sun [71]. Since natural shape of melanin is as a particle, its absorption properties are difficult to distinguish from its scattering properties, and as a result, any precise measurement of the absorption coefficient by traditional means does not exist.

**Lipids** is a collective name for fat, phospholipids, fat-soluble vitamins and others. Phospholipids are the building blocks of the
cell membrane and fat is used as energy storage. The absorption of lipids is similar but weaker than that of water.

2.3 Fluorescence

Fluorescence or more generally, luminescence, is the emission of light from a molecule upon decaying from an electronically excited state [73]. Two different decaying pathways are distinguished and named fluorescence or phosphorescence. The difference arise from which state the excited electron decays from - either a singlet or a triplet state. A singlet or a triplet state denotes the degeneracy of the excited energy level and depends on the orientation of the spin of two paired electrons. If the spins are anti-parallel, a singlet is formed, and consequently, if the spins are parallel, a triplet is formed. The ground state of most molecules is as a singlet (molecular oxygen is a famous exception). Thus, an excited singlet state electron returns rapidly to the the ground state by emission of a photon, since the transition preserves the total spin. In contrast, phosphorescence emission violates the quantum mechanics selection rules by changing the total spin, and therefore, the decay time is slow.

A Jablonski diagram is a common way of illustrating the processes involved between absorption and emission of light. A typical Jablonski diagram is shown in Fig. 2.5. It depicts the electronic potentials $S_0$, $S_1$ and $S_2$, corresponding to the ground and excited electronic potentials. Every electronic potential have a number of vibrational energy levels, depicted as $v = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots\}$. The absorption transition occurs on the femtosecond timescale and usually lifts one of the electrons to a higher vibrational state in either $S_1$ or $S_2$. Following absorption, the molecule may undergo internal conversion, a processes on the picosecond timescale, where the electron falls down the ladder structure of vibrational levels, until the population between the vibrational levels are in thermal equilibrium. The energy lost is dissipated as heat. Most electrons will have sufficient time to reach all the way to the bottom of the electronic potential, since the fluorescence lifetime is on the nanosecond timescale, three orders of magnitude slower than the internal conversion process. Once at the bottom, the molecule may return to the ground electronic potential via the emission of a fluorescent photon. Upon returning, the molecule typically relaxes to a higher vibrational state in $S_0$, and then internal conversion occurs until thermal equilibrium is reached. Molecules in the excited state $S_1$ may also convert its spin and cross over to the first excited triplet state $T_1$. Emission from $T_1$ yields phosphorescence and have an characteristic timescale of milliseconds to seconds.

An alternative way to a Jablonski diagrams of illustrating fluorescence, is by its absorption and emission spectra. Typical spectra
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Figure 2.5. Jablonski diagram displaying the ground electronic potential $S_0$, and the first and second excited state potentials $S_1$ and $S_2$, all with vibrational levels $v = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots\}$. The triplet state potential $T_1$ is also indicated. Solid colored arrows indicate photon excitation/emission. Black dotted arrows show internal conversion and the solid black arrow transfer between a singlet and triplet state.

are presented in Fig. 2.6. Notice how the absorption spectrum is close to a mirror image of the emission spectrum. This can be understood by that the vibrational levels in the ground state has not been greatly altered between excitation and emission. As such, the absorption and emission spectra both reflect the vibrational energy levels in the ground state. Also, following the cycle in the Jablonski diagram, it is apparent that the fluorescent photon is of lower energy compared to the excitation photon. The spectral shift corresponding to the energy difference is called a Stokes shift.

Another property of fluorescence is that the emission spectrum is usually independent of excitation energy. This is due to the fast internal conversion occurring from higher excited states to the first electronic state and its lowest vibration energy level.

A useful quantity for the continued discussion about the fluorescence is the quantum yield. It is defined as the number of photons emitted divided by the number of photons absorbed.

$$
\gamma = \frac{\# \text{ photons emitted}}{\# \text{ photons absorbed}} \quad (2.11)
$$

A related quantity is the fluorescence yield, which can be written
\[ \eta = \mu_{ad} \gamma \]  
and is the product of the absorption coefficient of a fluorophore \( \mu_{ad} \) and the quantum yield. It can thus be used to describe the fluorescence intensity, \( I_f \), irradiated upon excitation with an intensity \( I_x \).

\[ I_f = \eta I_x \]  

2.3.1 Endogenous fluorophores

Endogenous fluorophores is the name given to natural tissue constituents which emit autofluorescence. A range of biological structures, including mitochondria to connective tissue, emit autofluorescence upon ultra-violet (UV) excitation. The need of UV excitation to induce fluorescence limits the penetration depth, since tissue is highly scattering and absorbing in this wavelength region. All the different autofluorescent biological structures have overlapping absorption and emission spectra, making it a challenge to separate the individual responses. Still, considerable efforts are being made to develop autofluorescence spectroscopy [38, 75, 76] and imaging [77]. More recently, the use of multiphoton techniques have extended the penetration depth of autofluorescent imaging considerable, and have been applied for in vivo skin diagnostics [78]. Typical autofluorescent biological structures include:
Collagen and elastin are the building blocks for connective tissue. By assessing the autofluorescence from collagen and elastin in the extracellular matrix, the skin age can be estimated [79].

NADH is involved in the cell metabolism. Indications obtained from autofluorescence images suggest that an increased amount of NADH would be present in the cell mitochondria [80]. NADH content have also been hypothesized to increase in dysplastic cervix tissue [81].

2.3.2 Exogenous fluorophores

Exogenous fluorophores are fluorescent agents that have been administered externally to the tissue. Currently there are only three fluorophores approved for clinical use by the food and drug administration (FDA) in the United States of America: indocyanine green (ICG), fluorescein and methylene blue. For preclinical use, a range of different fluorophores are available for in vivo imaging [82]. Here follows some common exogenous fluorophores.

Non-targeting probes include among others ICG and fluorescein. ICG is used for hepatic function diagnostics [83] and ophthalmic angiography [84]. It has also been investigated for use in breast cancer imaging [14, 15] and lymphatic imaging [85]. Fluorescein is used in many application, e.g. as laser gain medium or for dye tracing. In medicine, it is mainly used for ophthalmic angiography [86].

Active targeting probes consist of a fluorophore conjugated to a ligand that binds to a specific molecular target [87, 88]. The use of targeting probes leads to an increased accumulation of the contrast agent at the target site, since non-bounded probes are cleared by the body. Ligands can be small molecules, peptides, proteins and antibodies. Fluorophores can be cyanine dyes, fluorescein, ICG and others. Targeting was first demonstrated with monoclonal antibodies conjugated to cyanine dyes in nude mice [89, 90] and later also clinically for colon carcinomas [91]. Small peptides ligands have been used for imaging epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptors in breast cancer xenografts [92]. In a further example, Gao et al. [93] used quantum dots as fluorophore together with antibodies for in vivo tumor imaging.

Fluorescent proteins (FPs) brings a new type of contrast to fluorescence imaging, since they can be used as reporter genes. Simply put, gene expression can be visualized by fluorescence emission [33]. Green FP was first discovered in jellyfish Aequorea victoria [94] and have since been modified through genetic engineering to give FPs with red-shifted excitation/emission wavelengths [95, 96]. An overview of the present available FPs are given by
Shaner et al. [97]. In cancer research, FPs have been used for visualizing tumor cell mobility, invasion, metastasis and angiogenesis [20].

**Nanoparticles** is a new class of emerging fluorophores. Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor structures with typical sizes of 2-8 nm in diameter emitting fluorescence [41, 98]. Compared to organic dyes and fluorescent proteins, QDs offer several advantages, i.e. size- and composition-tunable emission from visible to infrared wavelengths, large extinction coefficients, narrow band fluorescence with large Stokes shifts and resistance to photobleaching. They are suitable for multiplexing, since multiple emission bands can be excited simultaneously. Biocompatible QDs are readily available, and their size with a large surface to volume, give them interesting properties for bioconjugation [99]. Toxicity of QDs is a concern and have recently been reviewed [100]. Upconverting nanoparticles is a different class of nanocrystal fluorophores and are presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3

PHOTON MIGRATION IN TURBID MEDIA

This chapter describes how to model photon migration in tissue. The radiative transport equation is introduced and different approaches for solving it are presented. Special focus is given to the diffusion approximation to the radiative transport equation. Fluorescence photon migration is introduced, which highlights the use of the reciprocity theorem of the radiative transport equation.

3.1 Radiative transport theory

3.1.1 Radiometric quantities

This section introduces the radiometric quantities used to describe photon migration in tissues with radiative transport theory. They are based on the concept of a photon distribution function, which describes the number of photons per unit volume at position \( \vec{r} \) traveling in the direction \( \hat{s} \) at a given time \( t \), and is defined as follows.

\[
N(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \equiv \text{number of photons per unit volume at position } \vec{r}, \text{ propagating in the direction } \hat{s} \text{ at time } t. \quad [1/m^3 \text{sr}]
\]

Disregarding the propagation direction of the photons, the concept of photon density can be introduced. It states the number of photons per unit volume at a given position \( \vec{r} \) and time \( t \) and is found by integrating the photon distribution function over all solid angles.
3.1.2 Radiative transport equation

Radiative transport is the foundation for photon migration theory. It describes photon propagation as a transport problem, first developed to study neutron beams in nuclear reactors, it is nowadays extensively applied to bring understanding of light propagation in tissue. The radiative transport equation is derived from the principle of energy conservation and by considering the photon interactions in a small volume. Thus it neglects the wave properties of light and cannot e.g. model interference effects. It takes the form

$$\rho(\vec{r}, t) \equiv \int_{4\pi} N(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \, d\hat{s} \quad [1/m^3] \quad (3.1)$$

Another useful quantity is the *radiance*. It describes the power propagating in direction $\hat{s}$ at positions $\vec{r}$ and time $t$ per unit area, and is defined as the photon distribution function times the photon energy and speed.

$$L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \equiv h\nu \cdot c \cdot N(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \quad [W/m^2sr] \quad (3.2)$$

Here $h$ is Plank’s constant, $\nu$ the frequency of the photons and $c$ the speed of light in the medium. Similarly to the photon density, the *fluence* or *fluence rate* is defined by the integral of the radiance over all solid angles.

$$\Phi(\vec{r}, t) \equiv \int_{4\pi} L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \, d\hat{s} \quad [W/m^2] \quad (3.3)$$

The fluence rate may be interpreted as the power incident onto a sphere divided by its cross-section area. It is the intensity of the radiation. This is a very useful quantity since it easily can be measured. Note also that the fluence rate can be expressed with the help of the photon density as

$$\Phi(\vec{r}, t) = c \cdot h\nu \cdot \int_{4\pi} N(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \, d\hat{s} = c \ h\nu \cdot \rho(\vec{r}, t) \quad (3.4)$$

Talking about the fluence rate or the photon density is very similar, the only difference is if the power of the photons are accounted for. Also of interest is the photon flux, which can be seen as a photon current

$$F(\vec{r}, t) \equiv \int_{4\pi} L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \hat{s} \, d\hat{s} \quad [W/m^2] \quad (3.5)$$

### Figure 3.1. Events involved in the radiative transport equation:

1: Flux across boundary
2: Scattering
3: Absorption
4: An internal source
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Figure 3.2. An illustration of the reciprocity theorem for volume $\Omega$ with boundary $d\Omega$. A photon at $\vec{r}$ traveling in the direction $\hat{s}$ originating from source at $\vec{r}_0$ launched in the direction $\hat{s}_0$ may be reversed.

\[
\frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t)}{\partial t} = -\hat{s} \cdot \nabla L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) - (\mu_a + \mu_s) L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) + \mu_s \int_{4\pi} p(\hat{s}', \hat{s}) L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}', t) d\hat{s}' + q(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \tag{3.6}
\]

Here all of the notation have been introduced earlier in Sections 3.1.1 and Chapter 2, except for $q(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t)$ [1/sm$^3$sr], which describes a source emitting photons per unit volume, steradian and time. The lefthand side of Eq. (3.6) is the change in radiance over time, which may be caused by four different events.

(i) $\hat{s} \cdot \nabla L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t)$ Photon loss due to crossing the boundary.
(ii) $(\mu_a + \mu_s) L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t)$ Absorption or scattering losses.
(iii) $\mu_s \int_{4\pi} p(\hat{s}', \hat{s}) L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}', t) d\hat{s}'$ Photons scattered into the direction $\hat{s}$ from all other directions.
(iv) $q(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t)$ Photons created.

3.1.3 Reciprocity theorem

A useful relation for the radiative transport equation is the reciprocity theorem, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. It states that the radiance rate at $\vec{r}$ in the direction $\hat{s}$ from a source at $\vec{r}_0$ in the direction $\hat{s}_0$ is the same as the radiance at $\vec{r}_0$ in the direction $-\hat{s}_0$ from a source at $\vec{r}$ in the direction $-\hat{s}$ [101].

\[
L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}; \vec{r}_0, \hat{s}_0) = L(\vec{r}_0, -\hat{s}_0; \vec{r}, -\hat{s}) \tag{3.7}
\]

By integrating Eq. (3.7) over all solid angles for the source, the reciprocity for a point source can be written as

\[
L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}; q_0(\vec{r}_0)) = \Phi(\vec{r}_0; \vec{r}, -\hat{s}) \tag{3.8}
\]

where $q_0$ is the point source. In this way, the radiance at $\vec{r}$ in the direction $\hat{s}$ due to an isotropic source at $q_0(\vec{r}_0)$ is equal to the fluence at $\vec{r}_0$ from a source at $\vec{r}$ in the direction $\hat{s}$. This forms the basis for the adjoint formulation used for simplifying computations. It will be applied to fluorescence migration, which is introduced in Section 3.3.

3.1.4 Solving the radiative transport equation

Solving the radiative transport equation is not straight-forward. A range of methods can be used, of which some are presented here.
Monte Carlo

A preferred method of solving the radiative transport equation is by Monte Carlo simulations. It is widely considered the gold standard. Finding a solution to the equation is done by a statistical approach, where numerous of fictional particles are launched and tracked in a geometry in which they have to obey the laws governed by the radiative transport equation. In the limit of simulating infinite many particles, the Monte Carlo simulation will be an exact solution.

The use of Monte Carlo simulations to model photon migration in tissue was first introduced by Wilson and Adam in 1983 [102]. Since then several implementations of the Monte Carlo method have been presented by various research groups. The MCML code by Wang et al. [103] is probably the best known and have become a standard tool for solving the RTE in layered structures. This implementation was used in Paper VI. Another example is the tMCing code by Boas et al. [104], capable of calculating the time response for an arbitrary 3D media.

To speed up the otherwise slow performance of Monte Carlo simulations, white Monte Carlo simulations can be made for simple geometries, i.e. infinite and semi-infinite geometries. The color white refers to the implementation strategy of making a single zero absorption simulation. The real absorption can be added afterwards using the Beer-Lambert law. The scattering coefficient may be rescaled with the spatial and temporal coordinates [105–107].

More recently, a major step in speed up was achieved by using parallel computing on graphics processing units (GPU). Monte Carlo simulations are regard as an embarrassingly parallel problem, thereby benefiting for an enormous speed up with parallel execution compared to serial execution. For a semi-infinite media, a $\sim 1000\times$ speed up was reported [108]. For a 3D representation, voxel mesh [109] and triangular mesh [110] descriptions can now also be computed using a GPUs. GPU-powered Monte Carlo simulations were used in Paper III.

Spherical harmonics

This method involves expanding the radiance, the source and the phase function in spherical harmonic functions. Through this expansion, the radiative transport equation can be rewritten as an infinite set of coupled equations. Truncating the series expansion after N terms yield the $P_N$-approximation. Depending on the numbers of terms included, the computational cost for finding a numerical solution increases rapidly [111].

Only recently, analytical solutions for an infinite isotropically scattering medium have been derived by Liemert and Kienle...
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[112, 113]. They write the solution as an infinite sum of Legendre polynomials and in the limit $N \to \infty$, it gives the exact solution to the radiative transport equation.

**Diffusion theory**

The diffusion approximation to the radiative transport equation is the most common solution method. It provided simple analytical solutions for relevant geometries and is in many cases a sufficiently good model for photon migration in tissue. Section 3.2 will in more detail present the diffusion theory.

### 3.2 Diffusion theory

For a complete derivation of the diffusion equation, the reader is referred to Ref [101]. In essence, it involves expanding the radiance, the source and the phase function in spherical harmonics. The series are inserted to the radiative transport equation, Eq. (3.6), yielding an infinite set of coupled equations. The P1-approximation is applied, truncating the series to only include the first-order terms. Using the quantities introduced in Sections 3.1.1, the radiance may be written as

$$L(\vec{r}, \hat{s}, t) \approx \frac{1}{4\pi} \Phi(\vec{r}, t) + \frac{3}{4\pi} \mathbf{F}(\vec{r}, t) \cdot \hat{s}$$

(3.9)

and for the first order approximation, the phase function has no relevance.

$$p(\hat{s}', \hat{s}) \approx 1$$

(3.10)

Further, an isotropic source is assumed

$$q(\vec{r}, t) \approx \frac{1}{4\pi} q_0(\vec{r}, t)$$

(3.11)

Inserting Eq. (3.9) into the radiative transport equation (3.6) and integrating over all solid angles, two coupled differential equations are obtained

$$\left( \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \mu_a(\vec{r}) \right) \Phi(\vec{r}, t) + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{F}(\vec{r}, t) = q_0(\vec{r}, t)$$

(3.12)

$$\left( \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{3D(\vec{r})} \right) \mathbf{F}(\vec{r}, t) + \frac{1}{3} \nabla \Phi(\vec{r}, t) = 0$$

(3.13)

where $D = 1/3(\mu_a + \mu_s')$ is the diffusion coefficient and $\mu_s' = (1 - g)\mu_s$ the reduced scattering coefficient. The reduced scattering coefficient is the equivalent to the scattering coefficient with isotropic scattering ($g=0$), see Fig. 3.3. Now assuming that the
temporal flux is negligible, i.e. $\partial F(\vec{r},t)/\partial t = 0$, Eq. (3.13) reduces to Fick’s first law of diffusion
\[ F(\vec{r},t) = -D(\vec{r})\nabla \Phi(\vec{r},t) \] (3.14)
Now inserting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.12), yields the diffusion equation,
\[ \frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial \Phi(\vec{r},t)}{\partial t} - \nabla D(\vec{r}) \nabla \Phi(\vec{r},t) + \mu_a(\vec{r},t) \Phi(\vec{r},t) = q_0(\vec{r},t) \] (3.15)
with the steady-state equation given as
\[ - \nabla D(\vec{r}) \nabla \Phi(\vec{r}) + \mu_a(\vec{r}) \Phi(\vec{r}) = q_0(\vec{r}) \] (3.16)

### 3.2.1 Simplifications

Two simplifications were made to reach the diffusion equation, which will constrain its applicability. The first approximation, that the temporal photon flux is negligible, is automatically fulfilled for steady-state photon migration and for time-dependent migration it has been shown that the requirement $\mu'_s c \gg \omega$ must be fulfilled [114]. It is stating that the photon scattering frequency must be much larger than the source modulation frequency. The second approximation was to consider only isotropic sources. For a source to be regarded as isotropic, sufficiently many scattering events must have taken place to make it appear isotropic before the approximation is valid. This requirement is fulfilled after a propagation distance of $1/\mu'_s$, at which the photon migration can be approximated as diffuse photon migration. Furthermore, for the diffusion equation to be valid, an albedo close to unity is required, $\mu'_s \gg \mu_a$.

### 3.2.2 Boundary condition

For a volume $\Omega$ with boundary $d\Omega$ the exitance through a point $\xi \in d\Omega$, see Fig. 3.4, on the boundary is given by [115]
\[ \Gamma(\xi,t) = -cD(\xi,t)\hat{n} \cdot \nabla \Phi(\xi,t) \] (3.17)
where $\hat{n}$ is the normal to $d\Omega$. A common type of measurement $M(\xi)$ is to integrate the exitance over time.
\[ M(\xi) = \int_0^\infty \Gamma(\xi,t) dt \] (3.18)
Imposing a Dirichlet boundary condition is straight-forward
\[ \Phi(\xi,t) = 0 \] (3.19)
but is not a good physical description in many cases, since it describes a boundary of perfect absorbers. A more realistic approach is a Robin-type boundary condition

$$\Phi(\xi, t) + 2D\hat{n} \cdot \nabla \Phi(\xi, t) = 0$$

which can be thought of as having a non-scattering medium surrounding the volume $\Omega$. To incorporate a refractive index mismatch at the boundary, a modified Robin-type boundary condition is used

$$\Phi(\xi, t) + 2AD\hat{n} \cdot \nabla \Phi(\xi, t) = 0$$

where $A$ is a parameter deduced from Fresnel’s equations \[116\] and given as

$$A = \frac{2/(1 - R_0) - 1 + |\cos(\theta_c)|^3}{1 - |\cos(\theta_c)|^2}$$

$$R_0 = \frac{n_1 - n_0}{n_1 + n_0}, \quad \sin(\theta_c) = \frac{n_0}{n_1}$$

### 3.2.3 Source representation

Two source descriptions are presented in Fig. 3.5. Since the diffusion equation is excellent at describing isotropic point sources, an attractive approach for modeling any type of light source is to describe it with points. A commonly used geometry is a collimated laser beam normally incident on the tissue surface or that of an optical fibre in contact with the tissue surface. Both these types of geometries are good examples where the source can be approximated as a point positioned at a depth $1/\mu_s$ from the surface \[117\]. At large distances compared to the transport mean free path length, the influence of the source description on the solution to the diffusion equation is weak and a point source description is usually sufficient. At closer distances, or where the geometry is more complex, an alternative source description can be used for trying to extend the validity of the diffusion equation. One way is to modify the boundary condition in Eq. (3.21) to incorporate a photon flux\[115\] as the source.

$$\Phi(\xi, t) + 2AD\hat{n} \cdot \nabla \Phi(\xi, t) = -Pw(\xi, t)$$

Here $P$ is the strength of the source and $w(\xi, t)$ a weighting function describing the source shape on the boundary.

### 3.2.4 Solutions to the diffusion equation

For simple geometries, analytical solutions to the diffusion equation exist. Here the cases for an infinite homogenous medium as well as a semi-infinite homogenous medium are presented.
### 3.2.4 Solutions to the diffusion equation

#### Infinite homogeneous medium

For an infinite isotropically scattering medium, an analytical solution to the diffusion equation can be found. Given a point source with power $P_0$, the source term can be expressed as $q_0 = P_0 \delta_r$. Under these conditions, the steady-state diffusion equation, Eq. (3.16), reduces to:

$$- D \nabla^2 \Phi(\vec{r}) + \mu_a \Phi(\vec{r}) = P_0 \delta_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.25)

The solution is plotted in Fig. 3.6 and given by

$$\Phi(r) = P_0 \frac{1}{4\pi Dr} \exp(-\mu_{\text{eff}} r)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.26)

where the $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective attenuation coefficient and is given by

$$\mu_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{\mu_a D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.27)

Similarly, for a point source both in time and space, $q_0 = E_0 \delta_r \delta_t$, a time-dependent analytical solution can be found.

$$\Phi(r, t) = c E_0 \left( \frac{1}{4\pi Dct} \right)^{3/2} \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{4Dct} - \mu_a ct \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.28)

There are only a few geometries which may be considered as an infinite homogenous medium. Interstitial measurements of large liquid tissue phantoms is a good example where it may be applied. It is also useful expressions for making back of the envelop calculations.

#### Semi-infinite homogeneous medium

A frequent encountered geometry is the semi-infinite, where only half the space consists of a scattering medium and the second half is usually assumed to be air. In this geometry, diffuse reflections can be modeled. Here the boundary will be treated with extrapolated boundary condition, where a positive source $q_+$ is placed at a depth $z_s = 1/\mu_{s}'$ inside the scattering medium, and a second source $q_-$, which is a negative mirror image of the first, is placed outside the scattering medium at $z = -(z_s + 2z_b)$ to enforce the boundary. To account for a refractive index mismatch between the scattering medium and the surrounding, an extrapolated boundary at $z_b = 2AD$, at which the fluence is zero, is introduced. The fluence can thereby be written as a sum of two point sources.

$$\Phi(\vec{r}) = \frac{P_0}{4\pi D} \left[ \frac{1}{r_+} \exp(-\mu_{\text{eff}} r_+) - \frac{1}{r_-} \exp(-\mu_{\text{eff}} r_-) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.29)
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Figure 3.9. A illustration of fluorescence migration.

where

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_+ &= \sqrt{\rho^2 + (z - z_s)^2} \\
    r_- &= \sqrt{\rho^2 + (z + z_s + 2z_b)^2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.30)

A solution to the diffusion equation can also be obtained for the more general case of an N-layered geometry. In the Fourier domain, an analytical solution of the fluence rate can be found for all layers. An inverse Fourier transform for the N-layered fluence rate have not been presented, but a numerical computation can swiftly be performed [118, 119].

Finite element methods

For even more complex shapes and for describing heterogeneities, the finite element method (FEM) is typically applied. By describing the geometry using a mesh composed of triangular and or tetrahedral elements, realistic models of, for example, small animals may be made. See Fig. 3.8 for an example. For solving the diffusion equation for photon migration using the FEM, several software packages have been made available by the research community. In the work presented here TOAST [115, 120, 121] and NIRFAST have been used [122, 123].

3.3 Fluorescence migration

All of the theory of photon migration applies to fluorescence migration. To describe the fluorescence emitted by a fluorophore embedded in a turbid media, both the excitation and emission photon migration needs to be considered. See Fig. 3.9 for an illustration of a general case. Given an excitation a detector placed at \( \vec{r}_d \) and a fluorophore distribution given by \( \eta(\vec{r}, \hat{s}) \), the emission fluence rate at the detector position can be written as

\[
\Phi_e(\vec{r}_d) = \int_V L_x(\vec{r}, \hat{s}; q_x(\vec{r}_s))\eta(\vec{r}, \hat{s})\Phi_e(\vec{r}_d; \vec{r}, \hat{s}) \, dV
\]  

(3.31)

where \( L_x(\vec{r}, \hat{s}; q_x(\vec{r}_s)) \) describes the excitation radiance from a source \( q_x(\vec{r}_s) \) located at \( \vec{r}_s \) and \( L_e(\vec{r}_d; \vec{r}, \hat{s}) \) the emission radiance received at the detector position. An integration is performed to account for fluorescence emission contributions from the entire volume. To evaluate the integral, the escape route for every fluorophore location needs to be calculated, something that becomes tedious to compute. Instead, the reciprocity theorem is used, giving

\[
\Phi_e(\vec{r}_d; \vec{r}, \hat{s}) = L_e(\vec{r}, -\hat{s}, q_e(\vec{r}_d))
\]  

(3.32)
which simplifies the integration tremendously. It states that the emission photon migration contributions from any location in the volume reaching detector position \( \vec{r}_d \), will be equal to the emission reaching back to that location from a source located at the detector position \( q_e(\vec{r}_d) \). Using reciprocity, Eq. (3.31) can now be expressed as

\[
\Phi_e(\vec{r}_d) = L_X(\vec{r}, \hat{s}; q_d(\vec{r}_s)) \eta(\vec{r}, \hat{s}) L_e(\vec{r}, -\hat{s}, q_e(\vec{r}_d))
\]  

(3.33)

which is fast to compute in comparison to Eq. (3.31). In essence, solving the fluorescence migration boils down to solving the photon migration for the excitation source and the emission photon migration from a virtual source place at the detector position. For solving the radiative transport equation, any of the method presented in Section 3.1.4 may be used.

Figure 3.8. FEM mesh of the freely available Digimouse [124].
Chapter 4

Fluorescence imaging and tomography

Fluorescence imaging in tissue [17, 18, 125, 126] can be performed at different length-scales, from nanometers to centimeters and every step in between, by employing different technologies, i.e. optical nanoscopy [29], optical projection tomography [30], two-photon fluorescence microscopy [31] and fluorescence diffuse optical tomography (fDOT) [32]. Fluorescent probes were introduced in Chapter 2 and this chapter will deal with how to measure fluorescence in the diffuse domain.

4.1 Measureables

A fluorescence signal may be measured in several different ways. Straightforward is to collect the emitted intensity, which is a measure of the fluorescent yield. A slightly more sophisticated approach is to conduct a time-resolve measurement of the fluorescence intensity, by which the fluorescence lifetime may be quantified. By varying the excitation wavelength, or by dispersing the fluorescence emission, the absorption or emission spectra of a fluorophore can be found, respectively. For exotic fluorophors like upconvering nanoparticles, a non-linear intensity dependence can be measured. Here follows an overview of the different fluorescence measureables.

4.1.1 Intensity

Measuring the intensity is the most sensitive approach of reading the fluorescence signal, since all of the collected fluorescence induced photons contribute to the signal and the fluorophore is continuously excited. Early examples of macroscopic fluorescence
imaging for medical applications include work by Alfano et al. [127], Montán et al. [128] and Andersson et al. [129]. For a early example of fluorescent imaging of inclusions embedded deeply in a scattering medium, Oleary et al. [130] measured and modeled the reemitted signal. Early tomographic imaging of fluorescence was presented by Chang et al. [131].

4.1.2 Lifetime and time-gated detection

By measuring the fluorescence intensity on the timescale relevant for fluorescence emission processes, usually in the nanosecond regime for dye fluorophores, the fluorescence lifetime can be retrieved. A measurement of the fluorescent lifetime can be used to map parameter such as pH and Ca$^{2+}$ [132]. Advantages of measuring the fluorescent lifetime, compared to the intensity, include that it is independent of the fluorophore concentration and that the difference in propagation lengths induced by the scattering can usually be neglected. For diffuse imaging, a number of phantom experiments measuring the fluorescent lifetime have been performed [133–137].

Through fluorescent lifetime measurements at multiple wavelength, the Förster (or fluorescence) resonance energy transfer (FRET) can be retrieved. The FRET process occurs via non-radiative transfer from a donor fluorophore to an acceptor fluorophore. FRET is sensitive to molecular associations and separations in the 1-10 nm range, a length scale relevant to most biomolecules [138]. In diffuse imaging, a couple of different demonstration of FRET imaging have been reported [139–141].

Another approach to using the time-dependence of the fluorescent signal have been to collect only the early arriving photons, i.e. snake photons. Here time-gates faster then the fluorescence lifetime is used to separately detect photons traveling in semi-straight path. This method was first exploited for absorption diffuse imaging [142, 143], where today the complete time characteristics is used instead [144, 145], but have lately gain attraction for fluorescence diffuse imaging [146, 147].

4.1.3 Emission/excitation spectra

A third alternative is to measure the fluorescence emission spectrum or indirectly probe the extinction spectrum of a fluorophore through measurements of the fluorescence emission at different excitation wavelengths. For fluorescent organic molecules, the extinction and emission spectra of the fluorophore itself are usually mirror images, as discussed in Section 2.3, thereby making simulations excitation and emission measurements redundant. However, the tissue optical properties may vary between the two different wavelength regions and can thereby indirectly provide information
about the tissue. For non-organic fluorophores, the mirrored extinction/emission spectra does not hold any more.

The fluorescence emission at different wavelength can for example be used to separate the signal originating from a fluorescent probe from that of tissue autofluorescence [128]. For bioluminescence tomography, recordings of the emission spectrum have improved the image quality [148, 149]. Cherry et al. [150] hypothesized that measuring the fluorophore emission spectrum could improve on the fluorescence tomography image quality, something that have been explored in Paper I and later also investigated by Cherry et al. [151]. In two papers, Klose reports on the use of quantum dots for excitation-resolved fluorescence tomography [152, 153], where the wide absorption band of quantum dots have been utilized.

4.1.4 Non-linear intensity

All the fluorescent measureables mentioned until now have assumed a linear relationship between the excitation intensity and the emission intensity.

\[ I_f \propto I_x^\beta \]

That corresponds to \( \beta = 1 \) in Eq. (4.1), where \( I_f \) is the fluorescence intensity and \( I_x \) the excitation intensity. In some particular cases one can obtain non-linear intensity dependences, corresponding to for instance \( \beta = 2 \), which takes place in e.g. 2-photon fluorescence or while using upconverting crystals. The direct 2-photon excited fluorescence yield is most often very weak in comparison to the efficiency of upconverting materials. Thereby, for diffuse tissue imaging, characterized by low excitation fluence rates, upconverting materials is the only feasible option today for producing non-linear fluorescence emission.

Papers II, III, IV and V all make use of the non-linear induced fluorescence. Other reports on upconverting materials for diffuse fluorescence imaging include references: [154–165]. In a letter by Liu et al. [166], an original use of the non-linearity was exploited by using two spatially displaced excitation sources, thereby creating a third virtual source, given by the cross-product of the two real sources.

4.1.5 Alternative measurebles

An alternative fluorescent measure is dynamic imaging. By measuring the time evolution of a fluorescent probe administrated to an animal, uptake in individual organs can be followed [167–170]. Dynamics on the a second timescale can be resolved, which is a relevant timescale for biological processes.
4.2 Imaging geometries

The different imaging geometries used for collecting fluorescent light can be divided in three categories, epi-illumination, transillumination and projection geometries. No universal imaging geometry exist, partly due to the heavy scattering of light in the NIR spectral region, which limits the use of straight-path projections, and partly because different applications can benefit from different imaging setups.

4.2.1 Epi-illumination

Epi-illumination refers to a geometry were both the source and detectors are placed on the same side of the tissue. Either wide-field illumination, raster scanning of a point source, or something in between the two, i.e. a line source, is employed. Detection is preferable done by imaging, but could also be performed point-by-point.

An epi-illumination geometry will be sensitive to superficial signals. It is also the geometry which will generate the highest flux of fluorescent photons. Using a combination of wide-field illumination and imaging-based detection will allow high speed imaging. On the other hand, an epi-illumination geometry is extra sensitive to excitation light leakage and autofluorescence from the tissue, two common issues encountered with florescence imaging systems.

4.2.2 Transillumination

A transillumination geometry is where the source and detector have been placed on opposite sides of the tissue. Similar illumination and detection scheme to that of epi-illumination are incorporated. A common combination is a point source together with imaging-based detection [171, 172].

A transillumination geometry cannot always be used, simply because the tissue might be too thick. In contrast to an epi-illumination geometry, issues like excitation light leakage and autofluorescence are naturally minimized due to the attenuation of the tissue itself. Also, a more even sensitivity throughout the whole tissue is achieved, even though the depth-sensitivity is usually limited. Moreover, raster scanning of a point source allows for tomographic image evaluations.

4.2.3 Projection

A projection imaging geometry seeks to mimic the approach of x-ray computed tomography by illuminating the tissue from 360 degrees. Commonly this is done by point sources and an imaging detector [173–175] or by point sources and point detectors [28, 176].
A projection imaging geometry requires the most complex instrumentation and the imaging speed is slow compared to other imaging geometries. In return it gives close to an even sensitivity for the whole tissue and excitation light leakage and autofluorescence can be avoided equally well as in a transmission geometry.

### 4.2.4 Spatial frequency domain imaging

Illumination patterns employed in fluorescence imaging are usually simple, either point sources or wide-field illumination. An exception is the use of spatial frequency illumination patterns. First introduced for absorption imaging [177], it has also later been applied for fluorescence imaging and tomography [178–180].

### 4.3 Tomographic imaging

Tomographic imaging seeks to describe the interior of a scattering media only using light exiting across the boundary. By constructing a model of the media, that is as close to the reality as possible, and calculating the light propagation through it, simulated measurements that resembles the real measurements are created. This is called the forward model, and can written as

$$F(\eta) = M(\Phi(\eta))$$

(4.2)

where the vector $\eta = [\eta_1, \eta_2, \cdots, \eta_N]$ represent the fluorophore distribution in N image voxels, $\Phi$ is the fluence generated by the given fluorophore distribution and $M$ is the measurement operator, describing in which way the fluorescent signal was measured. This model may be constructed in many ways as discussed in Section 3.1.4, but can generally be noted with $F(\eta)$. Within a model-based framework, the inverse problem, which seeks to create a tomographic image is possed as an optimization problem. By comparing the forward model to a set of M measurement $y = [y_1, y_2, \cdots, y_M]$, the level of agreement between the two can be stated with an objective function, usually on the form

$$\chi^2 = \frac{1}{2} \| y - F(\eta) \|^2$$

(4.3)

Here $\chi^2$ denotes the goodness of the fit between the model and the measurements. A reconstructed image, $\hat{\eta}$, can then be found by minimizing the objective function with respect to the fluorophore distribution.

$$\hat{\eta} = \arg \min_\eta \frac{1}{2} \| y - F(\eta) \|^2 + \lambda \frac{1}{2} \| L(\eta) \|^2$$

(4.4)

To find a valid solution, the objective function is modified to include a regularization term, $L(\eta)$, with regularization parameter
The regularization may be chosen in many ways, something that is discussed in Section 4.3.1.

The standard norm, in which Eq. (4.4) is evaluated, is the Euclidean norm and a minimization and thus a solution, is found where the derivative with respect to $\eta$ is zero.

$$\nabla \left( \frac{1}{2} (y - F(\eta))^2 + \lambda \frac{1}{2} L(\eta)^2 \right) = 0 \quad (4.5)$$

Expanding both the forward model and the regularization in a Taylor series around $\eta_0$ and truncating it to only include the first order terms gives

$$F(\eta) \approx F(\eta_0) + \nabla F(\eta_0) \Delta \eta \quad (4.6)$$

$$L(\eta) \approx L(\eta_0) + \nabla L(\eta_0) \Delta \eta \quad (4.7)$$

Putting equations Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.5), and introducing the Jacobian matrix as

$$J = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial F_1}{\partial \eta_1} & \ldots & \frac{\partial F_1}{\partial \eta_N} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial F_M}{\partial \eta_1} & \ldots & \frac{\partial F_M}{\partial \eta_N}
\end{pmatrix} \quad (4.8)$$

yields

$$\Delta \eta = (J^T J + \lambda L^T L)^{-1} J^T (y - F(\eta_0)) \quad (4.9)$$

where the regularization matrix $L$ is formed similar to $J$. Solving Eq. (4.9) gives an update of the fluorophore distribution. In calculating the derivative $\nabla F(\eta)$, the first order Born-approximation is usually applied, assuming that the excitation field and the emission field are not dependent on the fluorophore distribution, which holds for low concentration of the fluorophore [133]. In this way, the derivative simplifies to

$$\nabla F(\eta) = \nabla (\Phi_x \eta \Phi_e) = \Phi_x \Phi_e \quad (4.10)$$

Two common modifications to this approach of forming the inverse problem, is firstly, the use of a normalized Born-approximation [181, 182], where the fluorescence measurement is normalized with the transmitted excitation,

$$\Gamma_e \rightarrow \frac{\Gamma_e}{\Gamma_x}, \quad J \rightarrow \frac{1}{\Gamma_x} J \quad (4.11)$$

and secondly, to use the logarithm of the emission data [183]

$$\Gamma_e \rightarrow \log \Gamma_e, \quad J \rightarrow \frac{1}{\eta} J \quad (4.12)$$
4.3.1 Regularization

For diffuse imaging, the inverse problem is ill-posed, that is, a small change in the parameter $\eta$ may give a large difference to the simulated data $F(\eta)$. This is a property inherent from the strong scattering. It can be understood from the point that a particular fluorophore may contribute to the fluorescence existence for many detectors. Also, the problem is usually under-determined, that is, there are fewer measurements than unknowns (image pixels or voxels). This clearly dependence on the reconstruction basis used and the number of measurements acquired. But even with the use of mega-pixel CCD camera as detectors, the problem may remain under-determined, since it is only the number of linearly independent measurements that counts.

To stabilize the solution, regularization is incorporated, which, can be viewed as a smoothing of the solution. With regularization added to the objective function, a reconstructed image is now a solution to the sum of the data objective function and the regularization objective function. The regularization parameter decides how much of the regularization terms that should be added to the total objective function. A small value puts trust in the data, and a large value finds a solution to the regularization term and not the data.

A straightforward way of regularizing the objective function is to use the identity matrix $L = I$. This is called a Tikhonov regularization. It will add an equal penalty or smoothing to all voxels in the image. An alternative, introduced by Levenberg-Marquardt, use $L = \text{diag}(J^T J)$, which will add regularization in correspondence with the sensitivity profiles. In voxels with a high sensitivity a high regularization is added, and for low sensitivity voxels a low regularization is added. This type of regularization thus compensates for the inhomogeneous sensitivity profiles always present in diffuse imaging. In an other approach to compensate for the high surface sensitivity of a cylinder geometry, Pogue et al.[184], used a radial scaling regularization.

Data-driven regularization

The data itself may also be used to create a regularization matrix. Axelsson et al.[185] presented a method where the ratio of two emission wavelengths were used to form the regularization matrix. The idea originates from a paper by Swartling et al.[186], who quantifies the fluorescence emission spectral change as a function of propagation distance. The inverse, that is, a depth estimation dependent on the fluorescence spectral data was used to create a spatially varying regularization. This approach was also investigated in Paper VIII, now in conjunction with upconverting nanoparticles.
Multi-modality regularization

A recent track of development have been to combine functional low resolution fluorescence imaging with high-resolution anatomical images captured with X-ray computed tomography (XCT) [27, 187, 188] or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [189]. The anatomical data is used to improve on the forward model by taking the tissue heterogeneity into account. For the inverse problem, the anatomical data can be incorporating into the regularization, and thereby improve on the image quality. A couple of different approaches have been investigated. Davis et al.[189] introduced a segmented regularization matrix corresponding to the anatomical data. All segments were given an individual weight and borders between segments were smoothed with a Laplace filter. Hyde et al.[187] have added to this concept by using weighted segment regularization. Here the miss-match in resolution between the two imaging modalities was taken into account by using weighted segments (a pixel in the fluorescence image may overlap with more than one tissue type in the anatomical image).

4.3.2 Solving the tomographic problem

Finding a solution to the tomographic problem boils down to solving a set of linear equation, which is done numerically. In the way the least square optimization is posed in Eq. (4.9), the Hessian takes the size \([N \times N]\). Typically the Hessian is dense and non-symmetrical. If the number of voxels in the reconstruction image are few, the inverse can be computed with a direct method like LU-factorization. If a lot of measurements are used, or if the voxels in the reconstruction image are many, the size of the Jacobian \([M \times N]\) may be too large to hold in the memory\(^1\). To avoid construction of the complete Jacobian, gradient methods can be used to solve the inverse. Typically Krylov methods like conjugate gradient or generalized minimal residual methods are employed. A Krylov solver, especially design for the fluorescence tomography inverse problem, was design in Paper I. It was implemented with a generalized minimal residual method and has the benefit of having the same computational cost irregardless of the number of measurements used.

4.4 Applications

Fluorescence imaging have been applied for preclinical applications, such as, visualizing tumor-associated lysosomal protease activity in xenograft mice by activatable NIRF probes [19]. In improving the binding affinity, multivalent nanoparticles with multiple legends and a conjugated fluorescent probe were used to image

\(^1\)On 32-bits machines: \(2^{32} \sim 4\, \text{GB}\), and on 64-bits machines: \(2^{64} \sim 20\, \text{EB}\)
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pancreatic cancer models in mice [190]. Other examples include the use of peptide-labeled quantum dots for imaging tumor vasculature [191] and protein-protein interaction visualized through bioluminescence imaging [192]. Mice expressing GFP have also been imaged [193]. Recently, atherosclerotic plaques in a rabbit animal model were reported to have an increased uptake of ICG [194].

Translation of fluorescence imaging for whole-body clinical use should be regarded as infeasible, even though otherwise have been suggested [195]. However, at locations with optical access, i.e. skin, eyes, blood vessels, the bladder, and others, fluorescence imaging have shown to be applicable. Clinical examples of fluorescent imaging already undertaken include among others, ICG imaging of breast cancer [14, 15, 196] and lymph nodes [197].
Upconversion is a nonlinear process where anti-Stokes shifted luminescence is generated [37, 198–202]. Emission at a shorter wavelength than the excitation wavelength is created through step-wise exciting intermediate long-lived energy states. The birth of the idea is usually contributed Bloembergen[203] for his paper in 1959, where he describes the design of an infrared photon counter. Bloembergen was, however, only considering photo-excitation. Today it is known that a far more efficient upconversion processes is non-radiative transfer of energy. This concept was recognized and formulated independently by Auzel [204], and Ovsyankin and Feofilov [205] in 1966.

It was not until colloidal nano-sized upconverting particles had been fabricated [206] and the efficiency increased sufficiently [42] that their use for biomedical applications were considered. Soon after, the importance to keep a hexagonal crystal phase of the particles was pointed out [207, 208]. A discovery that gave approximately a ten-fold increase of the luminescence intensity. An other major step forward included synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles [209, 210]. More recently, particles with an encapsulating shell have been created [211–213]. It has the benefit of shielding the active core from surface quenching, something which becomes increasingly prominent with smaller particle size [212]. Also, with decreasing particle size, the crystal phase has a tendency to transform from hexagonal into cubic phase [214]. To simultaneously control the phase and the particle size, Wang et al.[215] have successfully made use of Gd$^{3+}$ doping to keep the hexagonal phase for ultrasmall nanoparticles.

The use of Gd$^{3+}$ have also opened the door for multimodality particles. To combine optical upconversion and magnetic contrast have attracted a lot of attention. Two different pathways are pursued, either upconverting nanoparticles are co-doped with Gd$^{3+}$ [161, 216–218], or an iron-oxide shell is grown onto the particles
5.1 Upconversion processes

To begin the discussion about upconverting nanoparticles, the different upconversion processes are outlined and explained. A comparison to more common nonlinear processes, such as second harmonic generation and two-photon absorption, are also made.

5.1.1 Excited state absorption

Excited state absorption (ESA), as depicted in Fig. 5.1, is the process when an ion in the excited state absorbs one more photon and is promoted to an even higher energy state.

5.1.2 Energy transfer upconversion

Energy transfer upconversion (ETU), see Fig. 5.2, resembles ESA in the way that the ion is sequentially excited. The difference is that the excitation step utilizes energy transfer between two neighboring ions, one donor and one acceptor, instead of photoexcitation. The donor ion promotes the acceptor ion to the energy level E2 by non-radiative energy transfer, while itself relaxes back to the ground state.

5.1.3 Cooperative upconversion

Cooperative upconversion, schematically drawn in Fig. 5.3, can be categorized into cooperative sensitization and cooperative luminescence. Either two sensitizers ions give their energies simultaneously to an activator ion (cooperative sensitization) or two sensitizers ions combine to give emission of a photon (cooperative luminescence).

5.1.4 Other nonlinear processes

Common other nonlinear processes, exemplified in Fig. 5.4, are second harmonic generation (SHG) and two-photon absorption.

During the last years, upconverting nanoparticles have started being used for in vivo studies. First demonstration was made by Chatterjee et al. A stream of work have since then been published, mostly presenting in vivo lymph node staining, but also tumor-targeted imaging. Common to all in vivo studies mentioned is subcutaneous imagining. Trying to reach deeper is cumbersome, but a few non in vivo attempts have been made, where perhaps the most drastic idea was to change the excitation wavelength from the common 980 nm to 915 nm.
Both involve two-photon excitation through a virtual intermediate energy level to give a photon emission of twice the energy of the excitation photon. The difference is the presence of an excited state or not. SHG does not require the presence of an excited state, whereas two-photon absorption does.

5.2 Dopants and host materials

Inorganic crystals do not naturally exhibit upconversion emission. Only carefully engineered crystals with lanthanide dopants have so far showed bright upconverting emission. For obtaining strong luminescence, two types of dopants are required; activator and sensitizer ions. The activator ion emits the luminescence, while the sensitizer ion transfers its energy to a nearby activator. Also important for bright luminescence is the host crystal. Here follows a quick look at each component.

5.2.1 Activators

Characteristic for activators are a sharp ladder-like energy structure with meta-stable energy levels. Lanthanides offers both these features. The unique electronic configurations of lanthanides give these distinct properties. Lanthanide ions Ln$^{3+}$ fill there electronic states 5$s^2$ and 5$d^6$, before the 4f-states, thereby creating a shield against electron-phonon coupling for the 4f states. This phenomena give rise to sharp and narrow f-f transitions that lay in the visible and NIR region of the spectrum. Additionally, the f-f transitions are Laporte forbidden (parity is not inverted for the transition), generating long life-times in the order of 100 ms [37]. Even though all lanthanides exhibit these properties, only a few happen to have a ladder-like energy structure within its 4f-states. Most suited are Tm$^{3+}$, Er$^{3+}$ and Ho$^{3+}$, which all have a ladder-like energy structure. See Fig. 5.5 for an example of Tm$^{3+}$ and Er$^{3+}$ ions energy structure.

5.2.2 Sensitizers

The luminescence brightness obtainable from upconverting nanoparticles is strongly effected by the absorption cross-section and the proximity of the activator ions. Lanthanides in general do not have a large absorption cross-section. And the outlined activator ions from the previous section are not even among the strongest absorbing lanthanides. Compensating the low absorption cross-section, with an increased dopant concentration, would unfortunately, move the activator ions in too close proximity, and induce quenching by cross-relaxation. Introducing a second, sensitizer dopant will partly overcome some of these issues.
5.2.3 Host materials

Typically, Yb$^{3+}$ ions are used as sensitizers. They have approximately a two-fold larger absorption cross-section compared to Er$^{3+}$ ions at 980 nm [223]. Additionally, Yb$^{3+}$ ions are less susceptible to concentration-dependent quenching effects compared to other lanthanides. The reason being its simplistic 4f energy levels, with only one excitable state. Thus the dopant concentration can be increased from a few percent, the quenching threshold for non-sensitized doping, to around 20 percent [198]. And as it so happens, the $^2F_{7/2} \rightarrow ^2F_{5/2}$ transition in Yb$^{3+}$ corresponds well with the f-f transitions for the common activators, thereby facilitating efficient energy transfer between the ions.

5.2.3 Host materials

To accommodate the activator and sensitizer ions, a host material is needed. As with all doping, the host material needs to be lattice matched to the dopants, in this case the lanthanide ions. Suitable host materials with a similar ionic size include trivalent rare-earth ions ($\text{Y}^{3+}$, $\text{La}^{3+}$, $\text{Gd}^{3+}$, $\text{Sc}^{3+}$), alkali earth ions ($\text{Ca}^{3+}$, $\text{Sr}^{3+}$, $\text{Ba}^{3+}$) and certain transition metals ($\text{Zr}^{3+}$, $\text{Ti}^{3+}$) [198].

Also favorable, is a host crystal with low phonon energies to reduce multi-phonon relaxation and thereby increase the intermediate state life-times of the dopants. The lowest phonon energies are attributed with heavy halides like chlorides or bromides, but they are impracticable to use due to their hygroscopic nature. Among the halides, only the lightest fluorides like ($\text{LaF}_3$, $\text{YF}_3$, $\text{NaYF}_4$) remain a practical choice. Oxide-based crystals are also common. They are chemically more stable, but the phonon energies are typically higher [224]. By far the most common host used is NaYF$_4$, which with its low phonon energies [225] provides a suitable environment for upconversion luminescence.

Another important parameter is the crystal structure. Kramer et al. [207] have shown that a hexagonal crystal structure ($\beta$-phase) is favorable to a cubic ($\alpha$-phase) in terms of luminescence intensity. They observed about one order of magnitude increase in the luminescence signal between the two crystalline structures.

5.2.4 Nanosized particles

Nanosized particles are a necessary for biological applications. The particle size will greatly influence the kinetics and distribution of the particles in biological tissue. When the physical dimension of the upconverting nanoparticles are shrunk to the nanometer scale, additional complications rise. With a smaller size, the surface to volume fraction increases fast, making a larger portion of the dopants be placed close to a surface. At the surface, the likelihood of interaction with the surrounding media is far greater, thereby easier causing quenching of the dopant ions [42, 226].
other issue with the smaller size is surface tensions, which triggers phase transformation from the favorable hexagonal phase to the less beneficial cubic phase \[215\].

To avoid surface interaction and to shield to dopant ions, one strategy is to grow an extra shell that encapsulate the particles, see Fig. 5.6. Yi et al.\[227\] have grown ultra-small particles with an average diameter of only 10 nm, which with an extra incapsulating shell increased its luminescence intensity by 30 times. Similarly, Boyer et al.\[228\] managed to three-fold increase the luminescence intensity with 30 nm in diameter particles. In a more comprehensive study, Wang et al.\[212\] systematically changed the particle size and compared the luminescence intensity of core-shell to core-only particles. The surface quenching effect became more apparent the smaller the particles were, manifested as a larger difference in luminescence intensity. For 10 nm in diameter core particles, with or without a shell, a 450-fold increase in luminescence intensity was measured.

5.3 Intensity dependence for upconversion luminescence

There are a variety of upconverting processes. In this section the intensity dependence for ESA and ETU will be examined with rate equation for a simplified three-level system. Following the analysis made by Pollnau et al.\[229\], helpful expression can be derived in two regimes; at low and high pump intensities. A very similar analysis is also made by Suyver et al.\[230\]. For the analysis, the following is assumed:

(i) The ground state population is constant, \(dN_G/dt = 0\).

(ii) The system is pumped by continues wave (CW) light, which is resonant with the first level.

(iii) Upconversion is either ESA or ETU.

(iv) The excited states have lifetimes \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\), respectively.

5.3.1 Intensity dependence for ESA

For ESA, the three-level system depicted in Fig. 5.1 is considered. The rate equations can be written as

\[
\frac{dN_1}{dt} = \rho \sigma_0 N_G - \rho \sigma_1 N_1 - N_1/\tau_1 \quad (5.1)
\]

\[
\frac{dN_2}{dt} = \rho \sigma_1 N_1 - N_2/\tau_2 \quad (5.2)
\]
5.3.2 Intensity dependence for ETU

where $\rho = \lambda I/hc$ is the pump-constant, which is proportional to the $I$, the excitation intensity and $h$ denotes Planck’s constant, $c$ the vacuum speed of light and $\lambda$ the wavelength of the excitation light. Further, $\sigma_0$ is the cross-section for ground state absorption, $\sigma_1$ the cross-section for excited state absorption and $N_{G,1,2}$ the population in state G, 1, 2, respectively. From Eq. (5.2), it is found that $N_2 \propto IN_1$.

Initially, the case with low pump intensity is considered. That is to say $\rho \sigma_1 N_1 < N_1/\tau_1$. It means that the spontaneous decay is dominating over ESA. In this case, the term $\rho \sigma_1 N_1$ can be neglected in Eq. (5.1) and $N_1 \propto I$ is found. Thereby, $N_2 \propto I^2$, stating that the upconverting fluorescence emission will have a quadratic power dependence.

In the other case, at a high pump intensity, meaning that $\rho \sigma_1 N_1 > N_1/\tau_1$, the spontaneous decay is instead neglected. Then from Eq. (5.1), $N_1 \propto N_G$ is found, giving $N_2 \propto IN_1 \propto I$. Thus the upconverting fluorescence emission will have a linear power dependence.

5.3.2 Intensity dependence for ETU

For ETU, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the rate equations become

$$\frac{dN_1}{dt} = \rho \sigma_0 N_G - 2WN_1^2 - N_1/\tau_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

$$\frac{dN_2}{dt} = WN_1^2 - N_2/\tau_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

where $W$ describes the strength of the non-radiative energy transfer between two neighboring ions. From Eq. (5.4) it is found that $N_2 \propto N_1^2$. Similarly to the analysis of the ESA, the ETU can also be viewed in two regimes. Firstly, when the spontaneous decay from state 1 is dominating. Secondly, when the energy transfer between ions is more frequent than the spontaneous decay.

In the limit of dominating spontaneous decay, that is to say the energy transfer is inefficient, the term $2WN_1^2$ in Eq. (5.3) can be neglected. Then, $N_1 \propto I$ and thereby $N_2 \propto I^2$. Again, a quadratic power dependence for the fluorescence emission is found. In the other limit, when energy transfer is dominating, the term $N_1/\tau_1$ is neglected in Eq. (5.3). This gives, $N_1 \propto I^{1/2}$ and consequently $N_2 \propto N_1^2 \propto I$. Hence the fluorescence emission will have a linear power dependence.

5.3.3 Summarizing the intensity dependence

The attractive processes for highly efficient and bright upconverting materials are ESA and ETU. Interestingly, both dominate in the limit of neglectable spontaneous decay. It means that long-lived intermediate states are preferable for efficient upconversion.
Upconverting nanoparticles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$\eta_{2p} (\text{cm}^2/\text{W})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETU</td>
<td>YF$_3$: Yb, Er</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>SrF$_2$: Er</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative sensitization</td>
<td>YF$_3$: Yb, Tb</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative luminescence</td>
<td>Yb: PO$_4$</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second harmonic generation</td>
<td>KDP</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-photon absorption</td>
<td>CaF$_2$: Eu$^{2+}$</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{-13}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1. Slope efficiency comparison between different multi-photon processes. Adopted from [231].

The intensity dependence was evaluated in two limits, finding either a quadratic or a linear dependence. Naturally, there will be a transition between the two regions where the power dependence will turn from quadratic into linear. The turning point would give an indication of the intermediate state lifetime and thus also about the overall conversion efficiency. Saturating the intermediate state at a low intensity, that is to say finding a linear intensity dependence, would hence suggest efficient upconversion. Therefore the turning point could possibly be used as an indicator for quality control.

5.4 Efficiency of the upconverting processes

To compare the different processes involved in upconversion, it is interesting to look at the efficiency of each process. In contrast to linear processes, the efficiency is not given as a quantum yield (percentage), since the absolute conversion fraction depends on the excitation intensity. Instead the slope efficiency is usually reported and it is defined as

$$\eta_{2p} = \frac{I(\lambda_f)}{I(\lambda_e)^2}$$

where $I(\lambda_f)$ and $I(\lambda_e)$ is the fluorescence and excitation intensity, respectively. For a comparison of the slope efficiency between the different multi-photon processes outlined earlier, see Table 5.1. The slope efficiency tells which nonlinear process that will dominate at moderate intensities, rather than give the maximum photon conversion possible. As an example, second harmonic generation conversion above 80% in KDP at an excitation intensity of $\sim 100 \text{ GW/cm}^2$ have been reported[232], even though the slope efficiency is low. The 80% conversion efficiency is with regards to the energy.

For upconverting materials intended for biological use, the intensity needs to be kept much lower, typically not exceeding $\sim 100 \text{ mW/cm}^2$ to not harm the tissue. In this regime, ETU is regarded as the most efficient multi-photon process [37, 198]. Only
5.5 Multi-color luminescence emission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activator</th>
<th>wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Er$^{3+}$</td>
<td>411 (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>523 (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>542 (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>656 (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tm$^{3+}$</td>
<td>450 (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>475 (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>647 (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800 (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho$^{3+}$</td>
<td>540 (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>750 (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>800 (W)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3. Common emission wavelength for typical activator ions used for upconverting nanoparticles. Excitation was done at 980 nm in all cases. Values are taken from Ref. [198, 234]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Emission color</th>
<th>Excitation intensity (W/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>Peak efficiency conversion (%)</th>
<th>$\eta_{2p}$ (cm$^2$/W)</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaYF$_4$ : Yb, Er</td>
<td>green</td>
<td>$\sim$ 100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\sim$ 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaYF$_4$ : Yb, Tm</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>$\sim$ 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$ – NaYF$_4$ : Yb, Er</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>$\sim$ 20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[228]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$ – NaYF$_4$ : Yb, Er</td>
<td>green</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[233]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2. Peak conversion and slope efficiency comparison between different upconverting materials.

A few reports exist on the conversion efficiency for upconverting materials, see Table 5.2. Usually the peak conversion efficiency is reported and not the efficiency at different excitation intensities. One exception is Page et al.[43], where the conversion efficiency for a range of excitation intensities are given. For an intensity of $\sim$ 100 mW/cm$^2$ a conversion of the order of a few percent is given for both Tm$^{3+}$ and Er$^{3+}$ dopants. One should note that the samples used were not in pure hexagonal phase and contained quite a lot of impurities, both known to decrease the conversion efficiency [207, 208].

5.5 Multi-color luminescence emission

To address biologically relevant questions using upconverting nanoparticles, a necessary feature is the ability to multiplex the signal. By multiplexing, several biological pathways can be monitored simultaneously, giving the possibility to more in-depth studies. A straightforward way to multiplex the signal is to shift the emission wavelength. This can be done in different ways, the most common being the use of different doping ions. Typically Er$^{3+}$ or Tm$^{3+}$ and sometimes Ho$^{3+}$ are used as activators, all giving slightly different emission lines. A summary of the emission wavelengths accessible can be seen in Table 5.3.

To further multiplex the signal, more sophisticated constructions can be made. For example, Cheng et al.[221] have manipulated the concentration ratios of the sensitizer and the activator ions to vary the strength of the emission lines. By doing so, the use of only two activator ions can be turned into a three-level multiplex. Yet another approach is the to introduce Li$^{3+}$ doping, which also will shift the ratio of the emission lines [235]. A slightly different route is to combine the upconverting nanoparticles with either quantum dots [211] or organic dyes [159, 236]. A non-radiative transfer of energy between the upconverting nanoparticles and the quantum dot or the organic dye occurs, enabling fluorescence emission from the quantum dot or the organic dye. This processes is usually named luminescence resonant energy transfer (LRET) and make it possible to reach more and new emission wavelengths.
5.6 Toxicity

One critical question to address with new contrast agents is the toxicity. This also holds for upconverting nanoparticles. To begin with, the particles themselves are inert nano-sized crystal and as such they have no tendency to react with its environment at atmospheric pressure and body temperature. Therefore they are very unlikely to be biodegradable. Still the particles may induce toxicity by its presence. A cell cannot hold an infinite amount of particles. Parameters plausible to affect the toxicity are dose, particle size and coating. Until today no study have screened for all these parameters, but a few reports exits related to the toxicity of upconverting nanoparticles[162, 237–239].

Nam et al.[239] have demonstrated internalization of upconverting nanoparticles in living cells and were able to track the particles within the cell for 6 hours without inducing necrosis. Lim et al.[238] feed upconverting nanoparticles to C. elegans for up to 6 hours and compared survival to both a control and carboxylated gold nanoparticles. They observed a marginal decrease of survival for a high dose (10 mg/ml). Otherwise no toxicity could be noted. A more relevant model for investigating toxicity is mice. Until today, two reports exist on toxicity in mice [162, 237]. Both followed mice for a time-period of at least 3 months and evaluated the toxicity by performing histology, hematology and serum biochemistry. None found any indication of evident toxic effects.

To summarize, no apparent toxic effect of upconverting nanoparticles have yet been showed. More studies are needed to determine the precise characteristics attributed to non-toxic upconverting nanoparticles.

5.7 Particles used in this work

A summery of the different particles used throughout this work is given in Table 5.4. The core particle have been produced with a coprecipitation method following a recently reported user-friendly synthetic procedure [240]. All have incorporated the same host crystal, NaYF₄. With its low phonon energies, it has proven to be one of the most efficient upconverting hosts available [225]. Also

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host crystal</th>
<th>Sensitizer dopant</th>
<th>Activator dopant</th>
<th>Shell encapsulated</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaYF₄</td>
<td>Yb³⁺</td>
<td>Tm³⁺</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaYF₄</td>
<td>Yb³⁺</td>
<td>Tm³⁺</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaYF₄</td>
<td>Yb³⁺</td>
<td>Tm³⁺</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaYF₄</td>
<td>Yb³⁺</td>
<td>Er³⁺</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4. Properties of the different upconverting nanoparticles used in this thesis.
only one type of sensitizer dopant have been used, Yb$^{3+}$. It is the a common choice of sensitizer [42, 207, 215], due to its large absorption cross-section and absence of multiple excitable f-states. Two different activator dopants were explored, with Tm$^{3+}$ being the primary choice for its superior tissue-penetrating emission. The second option, Er$^{3+}$, was utilized for its dual emission lines within the tissue-optical window.

![Figure 5.7. TEM image of Er$^{3+}$ and Yb$^{3+}$ doped nanoparticles with a NaYF$_4$ host. (a) core-only particles and (b) core-shell particles. The shell is also made of NaYF$_4$.](image)

With an constant development of the particle production, our second-generation particles featured a shielding shell of undoped NaYF$_4$. It was added in order to reduce the non-radiative losses caused by surface effects. A recently reported method [213] was followed for the fabrication. Fig. 5.7 show transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of core-only and core-shell particles. It can be seen how the particles have grown slightly in size while maintaining their shape. The controlled growth was confirmed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) presented in Fig. 5.8. The mean diameter from the DLS measurements were 17 nm and 27 nm for the core-only and core-shell particles. DLS measured the hydrodynamic diameter and can thus not be directly compared to the TEM images.

All particles employed have been characterized in terms of their intensity dependence and luminescence emission spectrum. Fig. 5.9 shows the intensity-dependent luminescence signal in a
Figure 5.8. DLS measurements of core-only and core-shell particles. It is the same particles as presented in Fig. 5.7. Mean hydrodynamic diameter of the core and the core-shell particles were 17 nm and 27 nm, respectively.

double logarithmic plot for core-only Tm$^{3+}$ doped nanoparticles and its emission at 800 nm. The slope of the linear regression is two, suggesting it is a two-photon process. Fig. 5.10 displays the luminescence spectrum for core-shell co-activator-doped Tm$^{3+}$ and Er$^{3+}$ nanoparticles. With two activators in the same crystal, three luminescence emission bands could be generated when excited at 980 nm. However, single-activator-doped crystal was found preferable for its brighter luminescence emission and higher dynamic range in terms of excitation intensity. The co-doped nanoparticles had a tendency to not have a quadratic intensity dependence over the entire excitation intensity range. It shifted from being less than two at low excitation intensities to become larger than two at higher intensities.

5.8 Summarizing and looking towards the future

Upconverting nanoparticles have potential to become a widely adapted fluorescent probe. The ability to emit anti-Stokes shifted emission even at moderate excitation intensities make them well suited for deep-tissue fluorescence imaging. Paper II exploited this property for demonstrating autofluorescence insensitive fluorescence imaging. Circumventing the autofluorescence may eventually push the detection-limit of exogenous fluorophores in deep-tissue fluorescence imaging, since background-free detection can be performed. Stokes shifted fluorophores are all limited by back-
5.8 Summarizing and looking towards the future

Figure 5.9. Excitation intensity-dependent luminescence signal in a double logarithmic plot. The sample measured was core-only \( \text{Tm}^{3+} \) doped nanoparticles. The luminescence signal was filtered to only collect the 800 nm emission.

Figure 5.10. Luminescence emission spectra generated with 980 nm excitation. Co-activator-doped \( \text{Er}^{3+} \) and \( \text{Tm}^{3+} \) core-shell nanoparticles are measured. The different emission bands are identified with corresponding activator-ion and transition. See Fig. 5.5 for the transitions involved.
ground autofluorescence for detection. The amount of autofluorescence induced depends heavily on the excitation wavelength. In comparison to other types of fluorescent probes with quantum efficiencies > 80 %, upconverting nanoparticles have a low quantum efficiency (presently a few percent maximum), which would argue against an increased detection-limit using upconverting nanoparticles. A further comparison between Stokes and anti-Stokes shifted fluorophores for the lowest detection-limit would depend on the tissue type, excitation and emission wavelengths and quantum yield of the fluorophores. In essence, this remains an open question, where the answer probably will depend on the application.

Upconverting nanoparticles are photo-stable using moderate excitation intensities, a property which enables prolonged interaction times and which could be a door-opener for new types of experiments. The non-photo-bleaching ability of quantum dots is usually put forward as one of their greatest properties [41], and this is a property shared by upconverting nanoparticles. In contrast to quantum dots, upconverting nanoparticles are excited at 975 nm instead of the UV, thereby facilitating a deeper penetration of the excitation light in tissue.

Papers III, IV and V all present methods for improving the image quality using upconverting nanoparticles with a focus on image resolution. Improvements in image quality, especially for tomographic imaging are essential, if fluorescence imaging as a modality is going to compete with other functional imaging techniques like PET and SPECT.
6.1 Anatomy of the eye

A simplified drawing of the eye anatomy is presented in Fig. 6.1. The posterior part of the eye, comprising the sclera, choroid and retina, has been the focus of in this work. In between the choroid and the retina is the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) located. It is composed of a single cell layer, which is heavily pigmented and appears black or dark brown in color. The outer white layer of the

Figure 6.1. A simplified layout of the eye. In this thesis, the three tissue layers encapsulating the vitreous body have been of special interest; from the outside in, sclera, choroid and retina. In between the choroid and the retina and not drawn in the figure is the RPE. The uveal tract consisting of the iris, ciliary body and choroid make up a vascular coat surrounding the vitreous body.
6.2 An intraocular tumor-model in porcine eyes

Table 6.1. Optical properties of the posterior tissue layers in the eye at 600nm. Numbers are from Ref. [243]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>$\mu_a$ (mm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\mu_s'$ (mm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sclera</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choroid</td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>3-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retina</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intraocular tumors have a tendency to grow in the posterior part of the eye in the choroidal tissue layer [45, 48]. For optical access, two pathways are plausible, either through the cornea, lens, vitreous body, retina and RPE, or from the outside only passing through the sclera to reach the choroid. We have been choosing the latter approach; accessing the choroid through the sclera from the outside of the eye.

Optical properties of the posterior part of the eye are presented in Table 6.1. So far, only a few reports on posterior eye tissue optical properties exists [243–245]. They all reported heavily scattering with low absorption for the scleral tissue layer. Hammer et al.[243], also investigated the choroidal tissue layer, which had a range of different optical properties strongly dependent on the hemoglobin content. Overall, a high absorption coefficient was reported in the choroidal tissue layer. The RPE presented extreme optical properties, with high absorption and scattering.

6.2 An intraocular tumor-model in porcine eyes

The initial work have been carried out on intraocular tumor models in porcine eyes to investigate the feasibility and accuracy of transscleral optical spectroscopy for quantifying both melanin (Paper VI) and hemoglobin (Paper VII). The same tumor model was also employed in Paper VIII.

Fig. 6.2 displays images of the tumor model. Fresh porcine eyes no older than 5 days post-mortem hosted the tumor-model. Porcine skin gelatin, titanium dioxide and natural melanin or human blood made a mixture simulating either a uveal melanoma or a hemoglobin rich, vascularized choroidal tumor. The mixture was gently injected into the suprachoroidal space where it was left to complete the gelation. The combination of titanium dioxide and gelatin is a standard recipe to simulate optical properties of tissue [246]. The addition of whole blood provided a realistic absorption spectra. Natural melanin, isolated from the ink sac of cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis), was used because it resembles the melanin found in the human body [71]. One limitation of the tumor-model is that real tumors will not present themselves equally homogenous as the tumor phantoms.
6.3 Instrument development

A series of three different instruments have been used for transscleral optical spectroscopy. In the beginning, in Paper VI, a Xe lamp was used as the light source, which produced a bright wide spectrum with very sharp spectral features, see Fig. 6.3. The peaks limited the dynamic range of the measurement. Also, the particular lamp and power supply employed caused quite large intensity fluctuations, not making it an ideal choice for diffuse reflectance measurements.

The second generation setup improved on the light source. The Xe lamp was replaced with a tungsten halogen lamp, producing a much smoother spectrum as displayed in Fig. 6.4. This setup was used in Paper VII and allowed for higher dynamic range measurements. Unfortunately, the source itself contain a filter blocking the wavelengths beyond 950nm. The limited spectral range made it unsuitable for measuring water content in tissue, which has its main absorption profile within the tissue optical window at 980nm. With the aim of Paper VII to quantify hemoglobin content, this was not a major concern, but rather a capability desired.

In the third generation instrument, both source and detector were exchanged. Still a tungsten halogen lamp was employed, but in a version that extended the spectrum far into the near infrared region, see Fig. 6.5. With this source, the spectral range was further limited by the sensitivity of the detector, and not the source itself. In conjunction with a stable power supply, it produced a stable intensity spectrum, very much suited for diffuse reflection

---

Figure 6.2. Images of the intraocular tumor-model in porcine eyes. (a) Ultrasonography image showing the tumor-model protruding into the vitreous body. (b) Transillumination image displaying the shadow casted on the sclera by the tumor-model. Light was injected through the pupil. (c) Color photograph of the tumor-model. Note that it is a different eye in all three images.
6.4 Probe development

The geometry is an important factor to consider for intensity measurements. A change of the diffuse intensity by 10% typically corresponds to a geometrical difference of 0.5mm (assuming an infinite homogeneous tissue with a $\mu_{\text{eff}} = 2\text{cm}^{-1}$). Keeping a standardized geometry is therefore a key for being able to compare measurements.

Two different probes have been used, depicted in Fig. 6.6. The first one, used in Papers VI and VII, had the simplest imaginable design. It was made of two optical fibers spaced 6mm apart (center-to-center distance). One fiber delivered and one fiber collected the light. With such a small probe-tissue contact, only the cross-section area of the two fibers, a high pressure on the tissue could easily be applied, leading to a deformed curvature of the scleral surface. In an attempt to standardize this procedure, the pressure applied was monitored and kept constant. Still the curvature deformation of the sclera made a complex geometry.

In the second generation probe, which was the focus of Paper VIII, a suitable version for being handheld during for in vivo measurements was developed. It featured a cylinder shaped probe with two slightly protruding fibers. With this design, the pressure exerted by the probe formed an even and smooth surface of the sclera. By noticing when the probe made an aplanatic contact with the sclera, the pressure could be standardized. The main motivation for designing a handheld probe have been to find a suitable instrument for in vivo characterization of intraocular tumors.

The most important parameter in the design of both probes has been the source-detector distance, which strongly influenced the probe volume. An optimization for sensitivity to the choroidal tissue layer has always been strived for. Initially, an estimation of the optimal source-detector distance was made using a cylindrical symmetrical layered tissue-model with optical properties from the literature [243]. A distance of 6mm was found optimum and this was used in Papers VI and VII. Thereafter, an experimental verification was made in Paper VIII, which found a slightly shorter distance of 5mm to be preferable.

6.5 Evaluating diffuse reflectance spectra

There are several ways of interpreting and analyzing the measured spectra. Since the measured attenuation is a combination of scatter and absorption a pure absorption spectrum is not obtained
directly. With the type of steady-state measurement performed, a separation of the two quantities is neither feasible. Thereby, direct access to the absorption spectrum is not permissible, which would have been the favorable, and other ways of interpreting the spectra must be made. Two chromophores have been of particular interest, hemoglobin and melanin, and they are discussed in detail below.

### 6.5.1 Melanin spectroscopy

The current knowledge about melanin is actually somewhat limited for being such an important chromophore. Neither the chemical composition and its structure, nor the absorption or extinction coefficients are precisely known. Melanins is usually divided into three categories; allomelanin found in the plant kingdom, eumelanin and pheomelanin found in humans. Eumelanin consists of dark brown and black pigments, while pheomelanin has a yellow and red-brown color [71]. Eumelanin is the more common form, and exists, for example, in the RPE of human eyes. Its natural shape is as a particle. Typically, it presents itself either as single particles (≈ 30nm), or as larger aggregates [71]. The particle nature of eumelanin makes it difficult to distinguish its absorption and scattering properties.

The extinction spectrum for eumelanin can relatively easily be measured [247]. It has the shape of an exponentially decaying function without any distinct spectral features, see Fig. 6.7. The smooth spectrum makes it cumbersome to identify melanin. Also more quantitative measurements of eumelanin have been made. The absorption coefficient of melanosomes in the epidermis (\(\mu_a = 296\text{cm}^{-1}\) at 694nm) and retinal pigmented epithelium (\(\mu_a = 2370\text{cm}^{-1}\) at 532nm) have been measured using explosive vaporization [248, 249].

A range of experiments based on diffuse reflectance spectroscopy have been conducted to quantify melanin concentration in skin. Early attempts include the work by Kollias et al.[70, 250], who estimated the melanin content by fitting an exponential function to the ratio of two measurements, one on the dorsal part of the forearm and one on the ventral side. Model-based approaches, where the spectrum is fitted to a diffusion or an empirical model, have also been reported [251, 252]. The most extensive material is presented by Marchesini et al.[253], who has investigated more than 1500 patients with different stages of melanoma. They analyzed the spectra in a similar way to Kollias et al. by calculating the slope to the function \(\log(R_s/R_l)\), where \(R_l\) is the diffuse reflectance from the lesion and \(R_s\) from a near-by site. By performing this analysis, they assumed an exponential extinction of melanin.
6.5.2 Hemoglobin spectroscopy

Hemoglobin is an iron-containing and oxygen-carrying protein, which makes up about 35% of the human red blood cells mass. Both oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin have distinct absorption spectra within the tissue optical window, see Fig. 6.8. This makes it the most accessible chromophore to measure, as it easily can be identified and the oxygen saturation can be deduced. For an extensive introduction to hemoglobin spectroscopy, the reader is referred to Ref [67].

The absorption coefficient for both oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin are well characterized. Its less common states and forms, methemoglobin and myoglobin are also well documented. Small differences in the absorption coefficient for hemoglobin between mammals have also been studied [67].

During the last years, a great interest in the measurement of hemoglobin by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) has been reported [254–257]. The first in vivo NIRS measurement was made over 30 years ago by Frans Jöbsis [258]. He reported tissue blood flow changes and saturation measurement in the brain and the heart. Since then, NIRS has been applied to evaluate brain function [259], breast cancer diagnosis [6], and others. Typically a model-based evaluation is adopted to evaluate the NIRS signals.

6.5.3 Evaluation with partial least squares analysis

In the present studies, a model-based evaluation was not performed. Instead we asked the question if it is possible to distinguish between different types of lesions by measuring its diffuse reflection in the NIR. To do so, we employed partial least squares regression. It is an evaluation method, which has a strong resemblance to principle component analysis, in the way that the data and the predicted values are transformed into a new space. This new space is of a lower dimensionality, where the basis are formed from combinations of the spectral channels. Choosing the basis and the dimensionality is a key for successful differentiation between the variables.

When performing this type of evaluation, a training set needs to be feed to the algorithm. This training set contains the spectrum for each type of lesion that should be classified. In this way, the algorithm is taught to recognize the different lesion types. After successful teaching, the algorithm can classify an unknown sample and tell its contains.

This is a very powerful method as it can transform the data to a space where the differences between the variables are more visible. There are obvious drawbacks as well. Any unknown measurement outside the parameter set used for training cannot be classified correctly. In addition, the algorithm cannot differentiate between...
differences imposed by the lesion or for instance a change made to the instrument. It means that exactly the same measurement condition must be maintained for use of this type of evaluation.

6.6 Future directions

6.6.1 Model-based evaluation

To make a model-based evaluation of the spectra would be one step forward. Then the optical properties of the tissue could be extracted. With the optical properties determined, the concentration of the tissue chromophores could be retrieved. This type of analysis would thus give a quantitative measure of the tissue constituents. One possible way to proceed would be to make a semi-infinite model of the eye. An semi-infinite geometry is far from the true geometry of the eyes investigated, but from a computational viewpoint it is a convenient first approximation. Different tissue chromophores as hemoglobin, water and melanin could be included to simulate the absorption coefficient. An appropriate scattering level could be found in the literature and its spectral shape could be assumed by a combination of Mie and Raylight scattering. This could perhaps be realized, but would still be challenging as the measurements are influenced by a mixture of attenuation from both absorption and scattering. Also, a semi-infinite model might prove to be a too simplistic, and a more realistic geometry is probably needed.

6.6.2 Alternative measurement geometries

The goal of the measurement geometry is to maximize the signal from the lesion. This have, as described earlier, been implemented by optimizing the source-detector distance to become sensitive to the choroidal tissue layer. Alternative measurement geometries to consider would be transillumination and in-contact-choroidal measurements with a single fiber.

A transillumination geometry could be accomplished by illuminating through the pupil and detecting the transmitted light on the sclera, much like the image shown in Fig. 6.2 (b). Since eye tissue is very forward scattering [243], with g values above 0.9, a transillumination geometry could be beneficial to increase the sensitivity to the choroidal tissue layer. Still the light needs to propagate through the retina, RPE and sclera in addition to the choroid, which is not ideal.

A single fiber in-contact-choroidal measurement would be another alternative. By gently pushing the fiber-tip directly on the scleral surface, it can locally displace the tissue fluid, making the sclera effectively transparent. This is a reversible processes and
can be made without harming the scleral tissue. Placing an optical probe, which transmit and receive light through the same fiber, onto the sclera and applying a gentle pressure would put the optical fiber in very close contact with the choroidal tissue layer. Since the choroidal tumors are relatively large (millimeters in diameter and height), most of the sampled signal would originate from the tumor tissue. This is of course attractive.

6.6.3 In vivo characterization of intraocular tumors

The finding in Paper VIII indicated that our method of transscleral spectroscopy is a safe procedure that does not cause damage to the eye. In future work, we intend to apply this probe for in vivo characterization of various types of intraocular tumors. Transscleral in vivo spectroscopy is probably most suitable for choroidal tumors located at or anterior to the equator. In order to probe more posteriorly situated lesions, a minimal invasive procedure in form of a small conjunctival incision may be needed to allow free access to the sclera. And as demonstrated by Papers VI and VII, hemoglobin quantification is more specific then that of melanin.
I A matrix-free algorithm for multiple wavelength fluorescence tomography
Optics Express 17, 3025-3035 (2009).

This paper reported on a new method to solve the inverse fluorescence diffuse optical tomography problem. It was especially adapted for CCD-based detection as the cost of the inverse calculation could be made invariant to the number of detector used. Further, it presented a method of for multi-spectral fluorescence diffuse optical tomography. Experimental investigations in tissue phantoms verified the proposed method.

I designed the experiment, performed the experimental work, assisted in implementing the new code and wrote minor parts of the manuscript.

II Autofluorescence insensitive imaging using upconverting nanocrystals in scattering media

This letter was the first correspondence from our group on upconverting nanoparticles. It showed how anti-Stokes shifted fluorescence emission from upconverting nanoparticles could be used to perform autofluorescence insensitive imaging in scattering media. Experiments were performed in tissue phantoms using NaYF$_4$:Yb$^{3+}$, Tm$^{3+}$ particles and compared to a fluorescent dye.

I prepared the diffuse imaging experimental setup and was involved in the discussion regarding the data evaluation.
III Use of nonlinear upconverting nanoparticles provides increased spatial resolution in fluorescence diffuse imaging

This letter reported on how upconverting nanoparticles could be used to increase the resolution in fluorescence diffuse imaging. Experiments were performed in tissue phantoms using NaYF$_4$: Yb$^{3+}$, Tm$^{3+}$ particles and compared to a fluorescent dye.

I designed the experiment, performed the diffuse tissue imaging, did the data analysis and wrote the manuscript.

IV High-Resolution Fluorescence Diffuse Optical Tomography Developed with Nonlinear Upconverting Nanoparticles
*Submitted for publication in ACS Nano.*

This article is a continuation of Paper III, where the resolution of fluorescence diffuse optical tomography using upconverting nanoparticles was investigated in tissue phantoms. In addition, characterizations of the in-house developed NaYF$_4$: Yb$^{3+}$, Tm$^{3+}$ particles used were presented.

I designed the experiment, performed the diffuse tissue imaging and was involved in the discussion regarding the data evaluation.

V Multispectral guided fluorescence diffuse optical tomography using upconverting nanoparticles
*Manuscript in preparation.*

This manuscript presented how to make use of the large anti-Stokes shifted fluorescence emission from NaYF$_4$: Yb$^{3+}$, Er$^{3+}$ nanoparticles to guide the tomographic inversion. Experiments were performed in tissue phantoms.

I designed the experiment, performed the diffuse tissue imaging, did the data analysis and wrote the manuscript.
VI Transscleral visible/near-infrared spectroscopy for quantitative assessment of melanin in a uveal melanoma phantom of ex vivo porcine eyes

This article was the first report on transscleral diffuse optical spectroscopy. It presented the use of diffuse reflectance spectroscopy through the sclera of porcine eyes to quantify melanin content in the choroid.

I performed the spectroscopy, participated in the discussions regarding the data evaluation and wrote minor parts of the manuscript.

VII Transscleral visible/near-infrared spectroscopy for quantitative assessment of haemoglobin in experimental choroidal tumours

This article is an continuities of Paper VI. Here the hemoglobin content in the choroid was quantified using transscleral diffuse optical spectroscopy.

I performed the spectroscopy and participated in the discussions regarding the data evaluation.

VIII Effects of probe geometry on transscleral diffuse optical spectroscopy
*Biomedical Optics Express* **2**, 3058-3071 (2011).

This paper reported on the development of a probe suitable for in vivo transscleral diffuse optical spectroscopy. The geometry and the safety were to two main parameters evaluated.

I performed the spectroscopy, made the data evaluation and wrote major parts of the manuscript.
IX Transscleral optical spectroscopy of uveal melanoma in enucleated human eyes

This manuscript reported the initial experiences of diffuse optical spectroscopy measured through the sclera of enucleated human eyes to characterize uveal melanomas. In total 9 patients were included. Clear indications of sensitivity to melanin in the melanomas were found.

I performed the data analysis and wrote minor parts of the manuscript.

X Drug quantification in turbid media by fluorescence imaging combined with light-absorption correction using white Monte Carlo simulations

This paper reported a method for correction of the fluorescence emission intensity due to different tissue optical properties. By using a look-up-table of optical properties for different tissue types, the emitted fluorescence intensity can be compensated for different absorption and scattering found in different tissue types.

I participated in designing the experiment, build the experimental setup and participated in the diffuse tissue imaging.
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